
SEVENTEENTH LEGlSLATURr,: 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

LEGISLA TIVE JOURNAL 

FIRST SPECIAL SESSION, 2010 

Second Day Friday, April 30, 2010 

The House of Representatives of the Seventeenth Northern Marianas Commonwealth 
Legislature convened its Third Day, First Regular Session on Friday, 30th of' April 2010, at 11:25 
a.m. , In the House Chamber on Capitol Hill, Saipan, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
Islands. 

The Honorable Frailan C. Tenorio, Speaker of the House, presided. 

A moment of silence was observed. 

The Clerk called the roll and nineteen members were present; Representatives Teresita A. 
Santos were absent and excused. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: [would like to inquire as to .why Our Congresswoman (rom Rota has 

not been here twice, does anybody know? 


Floor Leader Camacho: She is in Washington, DC, she should be here next week, [ believe. 


Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: From where? 


Floor I ,eacler Cam~cho: From Washington, DC to support the Rota National Park. 


Representative Benavente: Point of information, Mr. Speaker. I <.lid rece ive a copy of 

Representative Santos' memo to you, regarding her official off-island trip and it was on the House 
Communication in the last session. 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Speaker Frailan C. Tenorio: Under Public Comments, Mrs. Guerrero, do you have anything from 
the Executive? Does anybody in the audience want to say something on almost anything? 
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The House did not receive public comments 011 the items listed 011 the day 's agenda. 

Speaker l'roilan C, Tenorio: Okay we move done to item 1II, Adoption of Journals 

ADOPTION OF JOURNALS 

The Clerk annoullced that there are 110 journals for adoption. 

Speaker Feoilan C. Tenorio: Next Item, Introduction of Bills, 

INTRODUCTION OI? BILLS 

HOllse Bills: 

,Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: 1·louse Bill 17-70, to amend Public Law 16-46 relating to smoking in 
public places - I was the one who introduce this bill, Simply, the objective of this bill is to reverse 
what - was it the Sixteenth Legislature that passed the No Smoking Ban, I found out from many of 
our tourists that they are uncomfortable when they stay in one of the hotels because as the law right 
now is that only 20% hotel rooms are reserved for smoking. So my bill would reverse that and make 
it 80% of the hotel rooms, This idea of a ban on smoking might good for us in the Commonwealth, 
but the fact is that hardly any of us stay in any of the hotels over here. The hotels are for the benefit 
of our tourists and I think we should make it convenient restful for them to he able to smoke in the 
rooms. If I am not mistaken the taxes on cigarettes were increased recently but what good is that if 
we discourage the tourists from smoking - they will not being buying cigarettes over here. Any way 
this bill is referred to the Committee on Health and Welfare, 

HOUSE BILL 17-70 

A BILL FOR AN ACT TO AMEND PU.IlLlC LAW 16-46 RELATING TO 
SMOKING IN PUBLIC PLACES. 

Introduced by REPRESENTATIVE FROILAN C. TENOIHO of Saipan, Precinct T(jor 
himself) 

Referred to the Committee on He'llth and Welfare 

House Local Bills: 

Speaker !'roilan C. Tenorio: On House Local Bills, Mr. Conner, recognized. 

Representative Conner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, House Local Bill 17-17, a Local Appropriation 
Bill for an Act for the Second Senatorial District to appropriate Ninety Two Thousand Dollars 
($92,000) from the local license fees collected tor paehinko slot machines and poker machines in the 
Second Senatorial District; and for othcr purposes. Mr. Speaker and members of this body, $66,000 
is for the Tinian Municipal Scholarship, $20,000 is for the monthly substance allowance for dialysis, 
cancer, mUltiple sclerosis, post cervical, vascular accidents patients from Tinian and $6,000 is for the 
Department of Community and Cultural Affairs for the Tinian Little League 2010 CNMI District 
Tournament in Tinian. Thank you. 

HOUSE LOCAL BILL 17-17 
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A LOCAL API'ROPRIATION BILL FOR AN ACT TO APPROPRIATE 
NINETY Two THOUSAND DOLLARS ($92,000) FROM THE LOCAL 

LICENSE FEES COLLECTED FOR PACHINKO SLOT MACHlNF.S AND 
POKF.R MACHINF.S IN THE SECOND SENATORIAL DISTRICT; AND FOR 

OTHER PURPOSF.S. 

Introduced by REPRESENTATIVE TRENTON B. CONNER ofTinian, Precinct VI (for 
himself) 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio : IJouse Local Bill 17-18, to appropriate $525,000.00 from the revenues 
collected pursuant to Saipan Local Law 11-2 as amended for fiscal year 2010 and lor other purposcs. 

HOUSE LOCAL BILL 17-18 

A LOCAL ApPROPRIATION BILL FOR AN ACT TO APPROPRIATE 

$525,000.00 FROM THE REVENUES COLLECTED PURSUANT TO SAIPAN 
LOCAL LAW 11-2 AS AMENDED FOR FISCAL YEAR 2010 AND FOR 
OTHER PURPOSES. 

Introduced by REPRESENTATIVE FROILAN C. TENORIO ofSaipan, Precinct I (for 
himselfand REPRESENTATIVES BASA, IGUEL, RAYMOND PALACIOS, AND OGUMORO) 

Speaker Froilan C. 'renorio: House Local Bill 17-19, Mr. Joseph Palacios, recognized. 

Representative Joseph Palacios: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, A Local Appropriation l3ill [or an Act for 
the Third Scnatorial District to appropriatc $196,379 from the unobligated/ lapsed funds and [lind 
balance accounts from completed and closed projects; and for other purposes. 

HOUSE LOCAL BILL 17-19 

A LOCAL ApPROPRIATION BILL FOR AN ACT TO APPROPRIATE 
$1%,37'1 FROM THE UNOBLlGATED/LAPSED FUNDS AND FUND 
BALANCE ACCOUNTS FROM COMPLETED AND CLOSED PROJF.CTS; AND 
FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 

Introduced by REPRESENTATIVE JOSEPH M. PALACIOS of Saipan, Precinct I (for 
himself) 

Speaker froilan C. Tenorio: Nextllem, House Legislative Initiativcs. 

House Legislative Illitiatives: NOlie 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Introduction of Resolutions. 

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS 

/louse Resolutiolls: 
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Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: House Resolution 17-11 , Mr. Conner, recognized. 

Representative Conner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, House Resolution 17-1 I , "A House Resolution to 
encourage the United States Department of Defense and officials of the nation of Japan to consider 
Tinian as the best location to relocate the Futenma air base currently located on the island of 
Okinawa", Mr. Speaker and members of this body just to apprise you of the situation even Palau has 
offered one of their islands for the relocation of Futeruna so it is of an importance and of the essence 
that we have this resolution and pass in order to provide it to the officials from Japan. Thank you. 

HOUSE RESOLUTION 17-11 

A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO ENCOURAGE THE UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND OFFICIALS OF THE NATION OF JAPAN 
TO CONSJI)ER TtNIAN AS THE BEST LOCATION TO HELOCATE THE 
FUTENMA AIR BASE CURRENTLY LOCATED ON THE ISLAND OF 
OKINAWA. 

Introduced by REPRESENTATIVE FROILAN C. TENORIO of Saipan, Precinct I 
(for himselfand REPRESENTATIVE CONNER) 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Floor Leader, recognized. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, can I go ahead and ask that you place I-louse 
Resolution 17-1 I on the Resolution Calendar. 

Several members voiced "no objections n. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: House Joint Resolutions. 

House Joint Resoilltion.>: None 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: House Commemorative Resolutions. 

House Commemorative Res(}lutiolls: NOlle 

Representative Dela Cruz: Privilege, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Dela Cruz, recognized . 

Representative DeJa Cruz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I have a House Resolution if I may introduce. 
Maybe not aet on it today but only to introduce it was prcfiled on the 28th of this month. If there are 
no objections from the members. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Mr. Speaker, I have no objections, however wc do have to vote to amend 
the agenda in order to include that ill today's session even if it is just for introduction purposes. And 
with that I so move. 
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Representatives Benavente and Cabrera seconded the motion; and being no discussion the 
motion was carried by voice vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Dela Cruz, recognized. 

Representativc Dela Cruz: Mr. Speaker and members, introducing a prefiled House Resolution 17
12 respectfully requesting the Commonwealth Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to not authorize 
the COllul1onwealth Utilities Corporation (CUC) to raise water and waste water rates in the 
Commonwealth. I ask any member who wishes to co-sign my resolution to do so with the Clerk. 
Thank you, Mr. Speakcr, and from our last session I did summarize what the resolution intends to 
achieve . Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Representative Dela Cruz introduced House Resolution /7-12 which by majority consent of 
the members was mode part of the day 's agendo os follows: 

HOUSE RESOLUTION 17-12 

A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING THE 
COMMONWEALTH PU8L1C UTILITIES COMMISSION (CPUC) TO NOT 

AUTHORIZE THE COMMONWEALTH UTILITIES CORPORATION (CUC) 
TO RAISE WATER AND WASTE WATER RATES IN THE 
COMMONWEALTH. 

Introunced by REPRESENTATIVE FRANCISCO S. DELA CRUZ ofSaipan, Prec inct III 
(ji>r himself) 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tcnorio: Mr. McGilmis-Torres, recognized. 

Representative McGinnis-Torres: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, if the author of House Reso lution 17-12 
does not mind to make it as the committee of the whole if there is no objection by Ihe author and 
mcmbcrs. 

There were no objections on the Floor. 

Rcpresentative Dela Cruz: I have no objections, Mr. Speakcr. 

Spcakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Next item, Housc Concurrent Resolutions. 

The Clerk announced thaI there are none. 

M ESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Messages from the Governor. Clerk. 

The Clerk announced the following communicationji-om the Governor. 
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GOV. COMM. 17-80: (4/23/10) Executive Order 2010-4 - Declaration of a State or Emcrgency: CUe's 
Imminent Generation and Other Failure and the need to Provide Immediate Rel iable Power, Water and 
Wastewater Services, Conlinualion #21. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: The floor is open for di scussion on thi s one item from the Governor. 
Does anybody wishes to say anything? 

Several members voiced "ready n. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Well, 1 would like to say something about this. 

Representative Benavente voiced "no objections n. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Somehow, 1 would like to refer this matter to the Committee - 1 guess 
in this case the Committee on Public Utilities, because I have to say this but it has bothered me for a 
long time that the Governor has been issuing this Executive Orders declaring "State of Emergency" 
and I just want to make sure that we are complying with the Constitution. I always thought that a 
"Declaration of a State of Emergency" is based on natural acts of God . At the same time I would 
like to know why is it that the Governor has to do this on almost on a monthly basis. I understand 
for example that one reason for it is that the Governor has to with the State of Emergency is 
authorized to hire Non-Us citizens to work at the Power Plant and if that is the case then I would like 
to change our law to allow our retirees from CUC who worked in the generation section of cue to 
come back and work and not lose their pensions because I would like to see our people working 
rather than bringing in people from the outside who under our law are not supposed to be working 
for the Government. So I would like, Mr. McGinnis-Torres, you are the Chairman of the Public 
Utilities Committee, would you please look into thi s please? 

Representative MeGirlllis-Torres: Daggao ha magi. 

Speaker I'roilan C. Tenorio : Okay, so Gov. Conun. 17-80 is referred to the Committee on Public 
Utilities, Transportation and Communication I would appreciate very much a report in the near 
future. 

Gov. Comm. 17-80: (4/23110) Executive Order 2010-4 - Declaration of a State of 
Emergency: CUC's Imminent Generation and Other Failure and the need to Provide 
Immediate Reliable Power, Water and Wastewater Services, Continuation 1121. 
Referred to the Committee on Public Utilities, Transportation & Communications 

SENATE COMMUNICATIONS 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Item VlI, Senate Communicati ons. Clerk. 

The Clerk announced the following communicatiol1Sjrom the Senate which are informational 
purposes. 

SEN. COMM. t7-31: (4123110) Transmitting a cert ified copy of S. R. No. 17-13, entitled: "To acknowledge 
and recognize the Education Development Center in its mission to prevent suicide," which was adopted by 
the Senate. (For inro) 
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SEN. COMM. 17-32: (4/23/)0) Transmitting a certified copy of S. R. No. 17-14, entitled, "Expressing the 
Senate ' s opposition to legislation that would legalize casino gambling on the island of Saipan," which was 
adopted by the Senate. (For info) 

SEN. COMM. 17-33: (4/23/10) Transmitting a certified copy ofS. R. No. 17-17, entitled, "To encourage the 
United States Department of Defense and officials of the nation of Japan to consider Tinion as the best 
location to relocate the Futenma Air Base currently located on the island of Ok inowa," which was adopted by 
the Senate. (For info) 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Docs anybody want to comment on any of thc Senate 
Communications? If nonc, then I would like to say something about Sen. Comm. 17-32, 
transmitting a certified copy o/" S. R. No. 17-14, entitled , "Exprcssing the Senate's opposition to 
legislation that would legalize casino gambling on the island of Saipan", I suspect that the Senators 
were trying to scare the hell out of you members of this I louse, because in my opinion once thc 
casino bill goes through the I louse the Senate will have to approve it they will not have any choice. 
So what they are doing here is they are trying to scare us from enacting from passing the bill here 
knowing that once it gets up there they do not have any choice but to approve it, because frankly , I 
do not know why do they have to pass a resolution we do not care how they feel about it if they do 
not want to pass it when it gets there then let them reject it. Mr. Cabrera, recognized. 

Representative Cabrera: Point of information, you say they have no choice whether to pass it - can 
you elaborate a little on that. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Let me say thi s, if we do not pass the casino bill this year or well it has 
to be this ycm then this Government will go bankrupt or if it does not go bankrupt then at least for 
the next two ancl half years and let me tell you I do not want to be a part of that - for the next two 
years all tbis I louse will be doing is just cutting the budget because tile revenues will continue to 
decline. There are no revenue generating bills that I see in the near future - nothing. Nothing can 
generate the revenues that we need like a casino does. So I am sorry if I do not want to be Speaker 
anymore if I have to be the head of thi s House and we will be laying off government employees - we 
are going to have to approve austerity measures - some of you thought that one hour a day reduction 
was too much , well , I am telling you we may have to not only layoff government cmployees but we 
may have to require that people will not work every Friday, because there is no money coming in. 
No matter how much we increase the fees, well, I think if we adjust the rebate rates maybe we can 
generate the additional revenues that we need, but On the other hand I do not know I hope you 
people notice when you drive around the island that many stores are being shutdown or employees 
arc getting laid off in the private sector, a lot of vacant buildings just because we do not have 
anything goi ng on over here. Many of the foreign workers will leave the island and as much as wc 
like them to leave so that our people will work the fact is that these people are earning an income 
and they are paying taxes and the fact that they are here meaning that they drive around they go to 
the stores and do a lot of things that generate revenues to the CNMI. So unless somebody has a 
solution and I hope that it is not from the Federal Government because I do not want the Federal 
Government to continue to give us money - free money we have to find the revenues ourselves that 
is our responsibility that is why we are elected to thi s House to find the solutions to the problems 
that we are facing. Mr. Benavente, recognized. 

Representative Benavente: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, as you were speaking I was looking over the 
House Rules wbere it actually provides for that the Presiding Officer may not debate unless asked to 
clo so ancl then may step down, but I am sure that as it has been done in the pa'it we have allowed the 
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Speaker to comment and debate so that we do not waste the time having to step down and go back 
up and so [ really do not object to that. I though, beg to differ on your opinion with regards to the 
Senate Communication on the resolution, which just reminds us or I guess it provides us the 
information that any casino bill will not be supported in the Senate. I do not believe that it is a threat 
they cannot issues threats and I think that it is a good reminder as I feel that I would like to remind 
all of us once again that we have just two and a half years ago when the people of Saipan voted 
against the casino proposal we are representatives of the people - so no mattcr how you feel about 
whether in lact this casino proposal that you have introduced is going to generate the revenucs that 
we need or people that argue against you, the fact is that the people that we represent these are the 
same people who voted us into office and yes, we do not always have to listen to them, but my gosh 
on some of the critical decisions that affects their lives in this case there are several other concerns 
other than revenue because in casino you need to consider the social impact - it is not just an 
economic impact and the people out there that we represent - the people out there who vote for us to 
put us in this position has said to us no casino. So let us likc leave that alone and let us try to figure 
out there is other ways to increase revenue and to streamline government services so that we do not 
have to jeopardize public services that is necessary. The tourism industry where in 1997 during the 
peak years we were actually the arrivals in the tourism industry alone was almost 800,000 when you 
look back at the arrivals of tourism - that has gone down to 3,300. Mr. Speaker, if we just prioritize 
some money for example your proposal which I wanted to do in the very beginning of suspending 
the rebate and providc those funds to the Marianas Visitors Authority (MVA) so that we can boost 
our tourism industry that would raise the economy. There are other ways in which we can resolve 
our linancial crisis here on Saipan, and again, as a remainder let us look for those other ways, 
because the people had spoken and they had said, no, to casino. So let us do what we are voted in 
this office to do and that is representing our people's wishes. Thank you. 

Speaker FroihUl C. Tenorio: Vice Speaker, recognized. 

Vice Speaker Ogumoro: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I do not Know if this is the time we are supposed 
to be debating we are just going through the Senate Communications portion of our agenda, but just 
for the information of the llouse the Committee on Commerce and Tourism is prepared now to 
discuss how to dispose of the two bills on legalizing casino in the CNMI pending before that 
Committee. So I would strongly recommend, Mr. Speaker, that we move along with our agenda for 
today and let the Committee do its work and come up with a recommendation. I do know at this 
point that the Committee is positioning itself to conduct public hcarings with regards to the bills 
before that Committee legalizing casino in the CNML So let the Committee do its work and we 
move from there. 

Representative Benavente voiced "ready". 

HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Item VIII, House Communications. Clerk. 

The Clerk announced the fiJI/owing communications ;rom the House as/allows: 

HSE. COMM. 17-29: (4/16/10) From Representative Dela Cruz to the Commonwealth Public Utilities 
Commission opposing to cue's petition to increase their water and wastcwa~er rates. 
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HSE. COMM. 17-30: (4119/10) Representative Torres submitting a letter from NMI Delegate Gregorio Kilili 
C. Sablan with regards to H. J. R. 16-28 (Down list Reed Warbler from endangered to threalened species) 
which was authored by Rep. Torres. 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Are there any discussions? Item IX, Communications from the Judicial 
Branch? 

COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE JUDICIAL BRANCH 

NONE 

COMMUNICATIONS FROM DEPARTMENTS & AGENCIES 

Speaker Froil.n C. Tenorio: Communications from the Departments and Agencies? 

The Clerk annoum:ed the following communications from Departments and Agencies as 
/ol/ows: 

DEPT.lAGCY. COMM. 17-13: (4/2311 0) From Robert A. Schrack, Special Assistant to the Secretary of 
Finance enclosing the quarterly report ending March 31, 2010, in accordance with PL 16-32, § 401(.). 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio : Are there any di scussions? 

Several members voiced "ready". 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICA nONS 

NONE 

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 

The Clerk announced Ihe fill/owing Reporls o/Standing Commit/ees . 

S. C. R . 17-8: Reporting on H. B. 17-38, entitled, "A Bill for an Act to amend 2 CMC Title 2, 
Division I Chapter 3, § 1301 et seq., "The Nuclear and Chemical Free Zone Act of 1983". Your 
COllunittec on Public Utilities , Transportation, and Communications recommends that thc House 
pass H. B. 17-38 in its current form. 

;:;. C. R. 17-9: Reporting on H. B. 17-19, entitled, "A Bill for an Act to amend 2 CMC § 4335; and 
for other purposes ." (Natural Disastcr Homestead Waiver Act of 20 I 0) Your Committee on Natural 
Resources recommends that the House pass H. B. 17-19 in its current form. 

S. C. R. 17-10: Reporting on S. B. No. 17-4, entitled , "A Bill lor an Act to amend 6 CMC 3154 and 
3156( I )(3); and for other purposes." (To include video lottery machine in the Jefinitioll of gambling 
device) Your Committee on Commercc and Tourism recommends that the House file S. B. No. 17-4. 

i'). C. R. 17-11: Reporting on II. B. 17-28, entitled, "A Bill for an Act to empower and define the 
authority , Juties, responsibilities and functions of the Marshal Service Division of the CNMI 
Judicial Branch; and for other purposes." Your Committee on Judiciary and Governmental 
Operations recommends that the House pass H. B. 17-28 wit.h amendments. 
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S. C. R. 17-12: Reporting on H. B. 17-29, entitled, "A Bill for an Act to require the Department of 
Public Lands to lund an independent study to conduct an environmental sampling and consultation 
of areas within the CNMI possibly contaminated with chemicals of concern; and lilr other purposes. 
Your Committee on Health and Welfare recommends that the House pass H. B. 17-29 on First and 
Final Reading. 

S. C. R. 17-13: Reporting on H. B. 17-39, entitled, "To amend 3 CMC Title 3, Division I, Chapter 3, 
§ 1316 et seq., 'The Postsecondary Education Act of 1984'." Your Committee on Education 
recommends that the House pass H. B. 17-39 in its present form. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader, recognized. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Spcaker, as the Clerk pointed out we do have six Standing 
Committee Reports and the first of this is from your Committee on Public Utilities, Transportation, 
and Communications, S. C. R. 17-8, reporting on H. B. 17-38, with that I move for its adoption. 

The motion was seconded by several others. 

S. C. R. 17-8: Reporting on H. B. 17-38, entitled, "A Bill for an Act to amend 
2 CMC Title 2, Division I Chapter 3, § 1301 et seq., "The Nuclear and Chemical 
Free Zone Act of 1983". Your Committee on Public Utilities, Transportation, and 
Communications recommends that the House pass H. B. 17-38 in its current fornl. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Are therc any discussions? 

7here was no discussion; the motion to adopt S. C. R. 17-8 was carried by voice vote. 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader, recognized. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Mr. Speaker, the other report is S. C. R. 17-9, reporting on H. B. 17-19, 
coming out from your Committee on Natural Resources, and with that I move for its adoption. 

The motion was seconded. 

S. C. R. 17-9: Reporting on H. B. 17-19, entitled, "A Bill for an Act to amend 
2 CMC § 4335; and for other purposes." (Natural Disaster Homestead Waiver Act of 
20 I 0) Your Committee on Natural Resources recommends that the House pass 
H. 13. 17-19 in its current form. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion on the motion. 

Representative /Jenavente voiced "ready ", 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Tebuteh, recognized. 

Representative Tebuteb: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I do support the legislation, but this is on the 
Committee Report and I also signed the Committee Rcport in support of the intent of the legislat:on. 
After further review I realized that on part (c) of the findings committee action and amendment on 
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page 3, of the Committce Report and part of what I realized aftcr further rcvicw is the comments 
rcceived from the different agcncies -- 1 was trying to find out documents on the comments 
submitted by the different Mayors, but 1 would like to also submit for the record on Public Land, 
maybc indicate in there the concerns raised by the Department of Public Lands (DPL) in particular 
on the suggestions for the reconunendation on the amcndment and the word that the DPL 
emphasized for the Committee to consider to this measure is in bold letters in the letter submitted by 
the DPL which the word is "confused". Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tcnorio: Mr. Benavcnte, recognized. 

Representative Benavente: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I would just like to point out that 1 did in the 
meeting in which the Committee Report was circulated for signature and I would like to show the on 
the record that I have since signed the Committcc Report in support of the Report as well as the 
legislation. Thank you. 

Floor Leader Camacho voiced "ready"; and the motion to adopt S. C. R. 17 9 was carried 
by voice vote. 

Speaker Froi lan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader, recognized. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Next on the Standing Committee Repol1, is S. C. R. 17-10, reporting on 
S. 13. 17-4, from your Committee on Commerce and Tourism and 1 movc for its adoption. 

The motion was seconded. 

Speaker Froiln n C. Tenorio: Discussion, Mr. Deleon Guerrero, recognized. 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members, 1 am a member of 
this Committee that recommended to file S. B. 17-4, I took active part in the discussion and even 
though the findings is very clear that the Constitution already prohibits gambling in the 
Commonwealth and that this bill as far as [ was concerned was redundant because of that. 1 want to 
reconsider my actions and I did sign the Committee Report mainly because this bill was really 
intended if anything just to clarify. We all know that lottery in the Commonwealth is legal, but what 
the bill proposes to do is to elarify video lottery that there is a difference between what is legal 
which is, lottery and video lot1ery and if that is the intent of the bill I do not see any harm in it. 
Further, there is a development the Executive Branch I believe to the Department of Finance (DOF) 
is proposing reg ulations to allow video lottery in this Third Scnatorial District. 1 belicve that is a 
circumvcntion of the Constitution lor the members information what the Constitution says that all 
forms of gambling are illegal in the Commonwealth unless described or unless allowed by law 
authorized by law. But the laws that are in placed Were passed instead of allowing what forms of 
gambling are allowed it further prescribes what 10rll1s of gamhling are not allowed it is actually a 
double negative. And what this bill proposes to do is just to clarify that video lottery is not an 
approved form of gambling in the Commonwealth. And because, as I said it is intended clarify I 
want to reconsider my support of this Conunittee Report and if there is no objections 1 wish to 
withdraw my signature from the Committee Report and 1 do support to file S. B. 17-4 at this time. 

There was no objection on the Floor. 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero: Thank you. 
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Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Benavente, recognized. 

Representative Benavente: Unlike S. C. Rs 17-8 and 17-9 where if we adopt the Committee Rcport 
the reference bill would be referred to the Calendar for our deliberation. S. C. R. 17-10, becau~e of 
its recommendation to file upon adoption of would automatically kill the referencc bill S. B. 17-4, 
and as was commented by Representative Deleon Guerrero, Mr. Speaker, this legislation I feel is 
necessary. It is necessary because as we can see in the bill itself under the Findings and Purpose 
there is currently a pending proposed regulation that would authorize video lottery. Mr. Speaker, I 
do believe that the intent of allowing and legalizing the lottery here in the Commonwealth is not 
different to the basic lottery system that we have througbout the Nation and that it is limited to that 
basic lottery. Trying to circumvent tbe Constitution this way by proposing this video lottery which 
really is more like a slot machine rather than a lottery should not be allowed and that is why I 
believe that S. B. 17-4 is necessary because it scems likc the Administration is attempting to 
circumvent the Constitution and the intent of the lottery law that we have allowed here in the 
Commonwealth. So I certainly would appreciate the decision by Representative Deleon Guerrero to 
withdraw his signature and of course the support to file S. B. 17-4 and I would ask tbat the members 
reconsider as it is not necessarily as described in the Committee Report as redundant. I feel that this 
is called for it is necessary to make sure that we do not allow the Administration to circumvent the 
Constitution. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Point of information, the bill wants to define lottery which is lega! 
alrcady as a gambling device which would make it illegal because gambling is illegal in the CNMI 
and that is what you want to do, Mr. Benavente? 

Representative Benavente: That is a quite a question and let me try my best to answer. The 
Constitution allows or restricts casino unless authorized by law and we have established certain 
gambling such as, bingo, cockfighting, lottery as those that have been authorized by law, but again, I 
go back to my previous statement that the lottery is not an open end casino authorization. It is 
limitcd to a lottery systcm, again, like the lottery systems throughout the Nation - government allot 
run system. So it is not - you know there is no way that a lottery would a llow for a slot machine 
type machine - you know you get a macbinc and you call it a machine is a circumvention of the law 
whether it is the Constitution that restricts gambling Or the intent of the legali za tion of the lottery 
sy~tem in the Commonwealth. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tcnorio: Thank you, Mr. Benavcntc. Are there anymore discussions? Alright, 
let us vote on the motion to adopt the S. C. R. 17-10, which would be to lile S. B. 17-10. 

There was a division on the Floor the Speaker called for the roll. 

The Clerk called the Roll for the adoption of S. C. R. 17-10 with the following 
results: 

Representative Ramon S. Basa yes 
Representative Diego T. Benavente no 
Representative Eliceo D. Cabrera absent (during voting) 
Representative George N. Camacho yes 
Representative Trenton B. Conner yes 
Representative Francisco S, Dela Cruz yes 
Representative Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes (with reservations) 
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Representative Fredrick P. Deleon Guerrero absent (excused) 
Representative Rafael S. Demaptln yes 
Representative Sylvestn: 110 igllei yes 
Representative Felicidad Taman Ogull1oro yes 
Representative Joseph M. Palacios yes 
Representative Raymond D. Palacios absent (during voting) 
Representative Antonio P. Sablan yes 

Representative Teresita A. Santos yes 
Representative Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio absent (exclised) 
Representative Stanley McGinnis Torres yes 
Representative Edmllnd Joseph S. Villagomez yes 

Representative Ray N. Yumul yes 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: The motion is carried to file S. B. 17-4. Mr. Floor Leader, recognized. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Next on the Standing Committee Report, is 
S. C. R. 17-11, however, I would like to not act on thi s biIl - we will be acting on the Senate version 
of this bill. So with that I move to S. C. R. 17-12, reporting on H. B. 17-29, from your Committee 
on Health and Welfare, for its adoption. 

The motion was seconded. 

S. C. R. 17-12: Reporting on H. B. 17-29, entitled, "A Bill f()r an Act to require the 
Department of Public Lands to fund an independent study to conduct an 
envirolUnental sampling and consultation of areas within the CNMI possibly 
contaminated with chemicals or conc~rn; and for other purposes. Your Committee on 
Hcalth and Welfare recommends that the House pass H. B. 17-29 on First and Final 
Reading. 

Speaker I'roilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. Mr. Benavente, recognizcd. 

Representative Benavente: Mr. Speaker, I will go along with the decision of the Leadership on what 
to do with the attached legislation, H. B. 17-28, but during the last session my understanding is that 
it is the same kind of legislation - we received a Senate Communication with the Senatc passing 
what I assume was thc same legislation and understanding the process here with all dtl~ respect to 
the Chairman Demapan and the Committee who have done some work, the Senate has in fact passed 
a bill that is before us the quickest way to get it to the Governor for signature will be for us to just 
vote on the Senate Bill. [n this way if we were to act now on the House Bill under this Conmlittee 
Report it would require it going back up to the Senate uncertain whcther the Senate will hold it 
because we held their bill. 

Floor Leadcr Camacho: Point of clarification. We are on S. C. R. 17-12, which is on H. B. 17-29. 
skipped S. C. R. 17-11, because we will be acting on the Senate version. 

Representative Denavente: I apologize. Thank you. 

Several members voiced "ready "; and the motion to adopt S. C. R. 17-12 was carried by 
voice vole. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tcnorio: S. C. R. 17-13, Mr. Floor Leader, recognized. 
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Floor Leader Camacho: The Inst on the Committee Reports, is S. C. R. 17-13, reporting on 
H. B. 17-39, from your Committee on Education, I move for its adoption. 

The motion was seconded. 

S.c. R. 17-13: Reporting on H.B.17-39, entitled, ''To amend 3 CMC Title 3, 
Division I, Chapter 3, § 1316 et seq., 'The Postsecondary Education Act of 1984'." 
Your Committee on Education recommends that the House pass H. B. 17-39 in its 
present form. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. 

Several members voiced "ready"; and the motion to adopt S. C. R. 17-13 was carried by 
voice vote. 

Spenker Froilan C. Tenorio: Reports on Special Conference Committees. 

Representative Dela Cruz: Privilege, Mr. Speaker, before move along to that next item, 1 wanted to 
get a brief status on an Initiative that I introduced back in February and that is H. L. I. 17-2, for an 
elected Attorney General - I feel thnt it is taking too long in such a Committee and if there is no 
objections I would like to recall the legislation from the Committee if no action has been taken. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Demapan, recognized. 

Representative Demapan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Representative Dela Cruz. Just so that you 
know I sent out comments to a couple of people and to date I have not receive any - if there is no 
objections, 1 still would like to entertain that initiative and maybc pcrhaps we give it a couple of 
more weeks - days so that hopefully I can get something from the public on that matter. Thank you. 

Representative Dela Cruz voiced "no objections ". 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Joseph Deleon Guerrcro. 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrcro: Thank you, Mr. Speakcr. A similar and in line with 
Representative Dela Cruz's comments the Retirement Fund had held a presentation to both Houses 
of thc Legislaturc several days ago regarding of the status of the Fund and their proposed Five Point 
Plan. And on the top of their recommendation was that the Legislature act on the pcnsion obligation 
bond initiative, which I believe is H. L.I. 17-1, and is currently in the Committee on Ways and 
Means. Both the Retirement Fund ' s and the Administration's negotiating team has sent ajoint letter 
to both you, Mr. Speaker, and the Chairman I believe offering one simple amendment. And I 
wanted to ask the Chairman, I understand that you are busy with the budget and I know that you are 
holding hearings almost every day, but because timing is of essence here to get it on to tbc 
November ballot I wanted to ask the Chairman's indulgence to see if they can act on that initiative 
it is just a simple amendment to include and to send it out on to the Floor so that we can pass it on to 
the Senate. That is all, I am not asking that the legislation be withdrawn from the Committee all I 
am asking is that perhaps they can expeditc thc action on that initiative. Thank you. 
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ReRresentative Basa: I am sorry that particular hill which is referred to my Committee - yes, we 
have deliberated on the intent of the bill , however, because this bill is so great we are looking at 
borrowing an enormous amollnt of money to help the Retirement Fund. We decided that we nced 
more time we need to conduct a public hearing as much as possible because we are talking about 
obligating the Government $230 million, but until we conduct a public hearing we will try our best 
to come up with a report as soon as possible,. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Point of information, Mr. Deleon Guerrero, do you have any idea how 
much the Government will be paying every year if this ... 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero : Pension obligation bond is approved? 

SReaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Yes. 

ReRresentative JoseRh Deleon Guerrero: The answer to that is, no, and I do not think anybody does 
and the reasons for that is because it is largely dependent on our rating ability whatever our rating 
would be, and two, it would depend on the interest rate, and three, it would depend on the amount 
that we are going to be floating and all of that has not been decided. Mr. Speaker, and for your 
information, Mr. Chairman Basa, really all that initiative does is first, we would have to amend the 
Constitution to allow for the Government borrow it does not borrow by virtue of passing that once 
we complete that hurdle and the pcople voted on it and it is allowed then it is up to the 
Administration it is an option but it is not the only option it is an option that we are looking we want 
to be able to have that option available - after the people pass it by referendum then the 
Administration will look at those issues - you know the issue of how much we need to borrow. Do 
we need to borrow enough to have the Fund funded at a 100% or at 80% or at 75% those are all 
decisions that will need to be made subsequently , but right now the urgent thing and Mr. Chairman, 
believe me this issue has been deliberated on extens ively with comments from just about everybody 
- we do not need to reinvent the wheel. You can look back at the prior Conunittce Reports there 
were three pension obligation hond initiatives all of which have been debated extensively, so please, 
if wc can lo()k at the record and I believe a lot of the comments there can help the Committee to 
make the decision. Thank you . 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you , Mr. Deleon Guerrero. Mr. McGinnis-Torres, recognized. 

Representati ve McGinnis-Torres: I humbly request that we go back to the Introduction of 
Resolutions - for the introduction of a House Joint Resolution. 

There was no objection from the Floor and the Hou~e went back to Introduction of 
Resolutions. 

lNTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS 

Spcaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader, rccognized . 

Floor Leader Camacho: Mr. Speaker, I have no objections moving back on our agenda, I just have a 
question maybc for the Legal Counsel - do wc have to vote again to amcnd the agenda or should that 
be included in the original motion? 
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Le.! Cool: I recall the extent of the original motion, 1 believe it was just for the two particular 
items that were brought up at that time. So there would be a new motion to amend the agenda. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, John. So with that I would like move that we amend the agenda 
to include the introduction of a House Joint Resolution. 

Thc motion was seconded by several other; and the motion to amend the day's agenda was 
carried a voice vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tcnorio: Mr. McGinnis-Torres, recognized. 

Representative McGinnis-Torres: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, a numbered House Joint Resolution 17
3, to strongly encourage the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
to proceed with due diligence and the unbiased process of awarding American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) money in the second round of the Broadband Technology Opportunities 
Program (BTOP) for the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands and Guam. Mr. Speaker, I 
ask the full support from the House that we adopt this House Joint Resolution today so it can go to 
the Senate for their Wednesday session. 

House Joint Resolution 17-3 was made part of the day's agenda by the majority consent oj' 
the members (/.lfoUows: 

H,J.RES.17-3 

A HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION TO STRONGLY I';NCOURAGE THE 
NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION 
ADMINISTRATION (NTIA) TO PROCEED WITH DUE DILIGENCE AND THE 
UNBIASED PHOCESS OF AWARI>ING AMERICAN RECOVEHY AND 
REINVESTMENT ACT (ARRA) MONEY IN THE SECOND ROUND OF THE 
BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES PHOGHAM (BTOP) FOR 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTH.ERN MARIANA JSLANDS ANI) 
GUAM. 

Introduced by REP. STANLEY T. MCGINNIS-TORRES of Saipan, Precinct III (lor 
himself and REPRESENTATIVES CABRERA, BENAVENTE, DELA CRUZ, FREDERICK P. 

DELEON GUERRERO, SABLAN, BASA, CAMACHO, CONNER, JOSEPH P. DELEON 
GUERRERO, DEMAI'AN, IGUEL, OGUMORO, JOSEPH M. PALACIOS, SANTOS, TEBUTEB, 

VILLAGOMEZ, and YUMUL) 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio : Mr. Floor Leader, recognized. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I move that we move back to Item XIII. 

There were no objections on the Floor. 

REPORTS OF SPECIAL AND CONFERENCE COMMITTEES 

NONE 
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS 


NONE 


RESOLUTION CALENDAR 


Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Before we start action on the resolutions, I would like to make a move to 
include House Resolution 17-9 and House Resolution 17-10 to place them on the Resolution 
Calendar for our action today. 

The molion was seconded; and the motion was carried by voice vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader, recognized. 

Floor Leader Camacho: We have four resolutions the first of this is H. Res. 17-7, I move for its 
adoption. 

The molion was seconded. 

Introduced by Representative George N. CAMACHO of Suipan. Precinc/ IV (jor himself Representative 
McGinnis-Torres) on March 31, 2010. [The !-louse did not receive any public: comment on the Resolulion during em 
open and public meeling on March 3J, 2010; April 27, 20J0 (Ind April 30 20 J01 

H. RES. 17-7 

A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE OFFICIAL RULES OF 
PROCEDURE OF THE HOUSE OF THE SEVENTEENTH NORTHERN 
MARIANAS COMMONWEALTH LEGISLATURE. 

Speaker ['roilan C. Tcnorio: Discussion. Floor Leader, recognized. 


Floor Leader Camacho: I do have a written floor amendment it is on page 1, line 15 , to delete the 

word "Clerks" ~ that is the only amcndment. 

The motion was seconded 

The amendment offered by Floor Leader Camacho to H. Res. 17-7 reads. 

!-lOUSE RESOLUTION 

To l.lIl1cml the Onidal Hules of Procedure uf the Bouse of the Seventeenth Northern 
Mari.mas Commonwealth Lcgislature. 

WHEREAS, I IOl1se Rule V section 4 requires an amendment of the House Rules to be by House 
Resolution; and 

WHEREAS, the House of Representatives wishes to amend its rules to permit the Clerk and Legal 
Counsels to address the Representatives while in session; 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the 1I0use of Representatives of the Seventeen th 
Northern Marianas Commonwealth Legislature that the )-Iouse o f Representatives hereby 
amends Rule Y, section 4 of its Official Rules of Procedure as follows: 

" RULE Y. DECORUM AND DEBATE. 
Section 4_ Recognition. When a member desires recognition, he/she shall raise 

his/her hand and address the Speaker. When recognized, he/she shall confine 
himself/herself to the question under debate and the purpose for which he/she sought 
recognition. Thc Speaker shall not recognize a member for the purpose of speaking to a 
motion for a second time until every member wishing to speak on the question has had an 
opportunity to be heard . Only members, &leFks and lega l counsels may address the HOllse 
while it sits in session except when the House sits as a Comm ittee of the Whole." 

DE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Speaker of the House of Representatives shall certifY, 
and the House Clerk shall attest to the adoption o f this resolution and thereafler the 
1I0use C lerk shall transmit a certifies copy to the members of the House, Seventeenth 
Northern Marianas Commonwealth Legislature; to the Senate, Sevcnteenth Northern 
Marianas Commonwealth Legislature; and to the Honorab le Bcnigno R. Fitial, Governor 
of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. 

Several members voiced "ready"; and the motion to adopt the amendment was carried hy 
voice vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, now I would like to move for the adoption 'of 
H. Res. 17-7, HOI. 

There was no disclission on th e motion to adopt N. Res. 17-7, HDI was carried by voice 
vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I would like to move for the adoption or 
H.Res. 17-11. 

The motion was seconded. 

Introduced by Representative Froilan C. TENORIO 0/ .",'aipon, Precinct I (for himself and Representative 
Conner) un April 30, 2010. {The HOZlse did not receive any public cumment on the Resolutiun during an open and 
public meeting on April 30 2010} 

H. REs. 17-11 

A House Resolution to encourage the United States Department of 
Defense and officials of the nation of Japan to consider Tinian as the 
best location to relocate the Futcnma air base currently located on the 
island of Okinawa. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. Mr. Conner, tell us why should approve this resolution? 

Representative Conner: I will just read it out sir 
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Representative Conner read H Res. / 7-11 as jollows: 

House H..esolution 

"To encourage the United Stntcs Department of Defense and officials of the nation of 
Japcll1 to consider Tinian as the hest location to relocate the Futenma air base currently 
locatcd on the island ofOkinnwa." 

WIIEREAS, the island of Tinian is part of US Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Is lands; 
and 

WHEREAS, C)Vl:i" s ixty years ago, the United States of America established II militilry hase on the 
is land o fTinian designed to support more than 40,000 militnry personnel; and 

WII ERE AS, when the Northern Mariana Islands chose to become part of the United States of 
America, two thirds of the island o fTinian was leased to thl! United States Department o f 
Defense for 100 years in anticipation of the reopening o f defense fClcilities; and 

WHEREAS, two thirds o f the islClnd of Tininn rcmains lmdeveloped and available for use by the 
United Statcd Department of Defensc; and 

WHE REAS, the Northcm Mariana Islands is an ideal place for military members and their 
fnmilies; and 

WHEREAS, the Commonwealth o f the Northern Mariana Is lands can offer geographical utility to 
the US Department of Defense in its search for strategic defense capability in Asia 
Pacific region; and 

WHEREAS, the Nation of Japan seeks to divert some of the military presence from the Is land of 
Okinawa, notahly the Marine Air Station Futenma; and 

WII EREAS, the island o f Tinian o tTers service members and their famili es access to modem 
fac ilities, recreational activities and diversions; and 

\VHEREA S, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands has proven itself a supporter of 
the Unitcd States Military as evidcnced by one of the highest rates of enlistment in thc 
United States; and 

WHEREAS, rcprcsentnt ivcs from the govcmmcnt of Japan have vis ited the is land of Tinian and 
ohscrved the willingness o f the p(:;opie to suppor t the relocat ion of the Futcnm<I Air 
Station to their island; and 

WHEREAS, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands expresses our sincere welcome 
as the destination to relocate the rutcnma Air Station; and 

UE IT IlESOLVED, by the lIollse o f Representatives, Seventeenth Northern Marianas 
Commonwealth Legislature, that the House of Representat ives hereby commends and 
recognizes US Dt.!parlment of Defense offic ials and members of the Japanese 
Govemment in their consideration of the CNMI and Tinittn as a possible site to relocate 
the Futcnm<l Air Station as a protective cloak in Asia Pacific rcgion; and 

liE IT FUllTliER RESOLVED, that the lIollse of Representatives states its slIpport for this 
worthwhile goal; and 

liE IT FUIHIIER RESOLVED, that the Speaker of the House 0)' Representatives shall certify, 
and the House Clerk shall attest to the adoption of this Resolution and the House Clerk 
thereafter transmit cet1ified copies to officials o f the US Department of Defense, the 
Japanese Government, thc Honomble Benigno R. Filial, Governor of the Commonwealth 
o f the NOrlhern MarianCi J S I Cl llds~ Scnator Paul A. M<lnglolla, President of the Senate. 

Representative Conner: Mr. Speaker, I ask the members to wholeheartedly support this resolution 
and the fact that Palau already passed a resolution asking also for the Futenma relocation to be a 
possi bility and the people of Tinian are looking upon thi s resolution hopefully the Senate Resolution 
and the Municipal Resolutions that will convincingly let the Military relocate Futenma Airbase to 
the island of Tinian so that we would look at potential and possible economic welfare and the 
possibility of having jobs created along with other economic factors and benefits . Thank you. 
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~eaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you, Mr. COlmer. I understand that you were in that meeting in 
Tinian when the Delegation came to Tinian to meet with the Mayor and the people. Do you want to 
tell us something about what happened in that meeting. 

Representative Conner: Just for the membcr's information, yes, Mr. Speaker, I was present at that 
meeting. The meeting is a fact finding mission by these representatives - therc were four 
representatives that showed up looking at the sincerity and the possibility of whether or not the 
willingness of the Municipality, especially the people ofTinian are willing to accept the presence of 
the military. A meeting was conducted, concerns were aired to the representatives - areas of 
concerns is basically to look at the social impact of the military, environmental impact of the 
military, the economic impact of the military, the infrastructure impact of the military, there were 
five areas of concerns. We want to know at first what these impacts might be to the extent that it 
might aftect the island of Tinian, therefore, if Futenma was to be relocated to the island of Tinian 
then we will prepare ourselves and embrace ourselves for the pending impact if the Futenma 
relocation was to occur. Hopefully, with this resolution that the House Representatives had showed 
up to the meeting will have enough support to convince the Japanese Government and to press it to 
the Federal Government to relocate Futenma. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you, Mr. Conner. For the information of the members a reporter 
of Asahi Newspuper is stationed in Washington, DC has been calling me on a daily basis to find out 
about the fate of this resolution. Mr. Tebuteb. 

Representative Tebuteb: Mr. Speaker, before we vote on it I just have some concerns on the 
resolution. I guess off the bat my first comment would be - be careful what you ask for. I was a 
little bit confused on the oo-set when you asked the Representative from Tinian, why we should votc 
for it when you also authored it, but then I understood. My first take would be there may be in some 
event would require us to consider, but on page 2, line 4, "Whereas" elause, Rcpresentative from the 
Government of Japan - this paragraph correct me if you may, seems to imply that the Japanese 
Goverrunent is in support because of the willingness that they have observed from the people of 
Tinian. Is that an accurate statement? 

Speaker froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Conner, do you want to respond to that question? 

Representative Conner: With all due respect, Mr. Speaker, since you are the author maybe you have 
more info than me. (Laughter) Thank you. 

Speaker froilan C. Tenorio: Okay, the Japanese Government or at least the Delegation that came to 
TiJlian just wanted to know whether it was okay for the people of Tinian to have some Marines 
relocated Jrom Futenma based in Okinawa to Tinian. I guess with that information with an 
information that they gathered when the Delegation came to Tinian am.! with the resolution from the 
Senate and our resolution it would show that it is something that the Japanese ncgotiators can bring 
up either discussion with the US Government - I understand that they will be meeting next month in 
May to amend the agreement that was signed back in 2006 or something like that. And so they just 
wanted to make sure that it was alright with the people ofTinian for the Marines to move over there 
before they bring up this matter with the US negotiators. Mr. Conner. 

Representative Conner: Thank you. This is just a point of information. Dealing with this 
resolution, members, just keep in mind that the possibility of futenn::l Airbase being relocated is a 
long shot. With the 2006 accord stating that thc Base could be relocated to other regions outside of 
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Japan or to the island 100 miles Southeast of Japan which is a part of Japan. We are only looking to 
see if there is a possibility this is not a guarantee nor is it possible probably down the line, but wc arc 
kind of like shooting here in the dark hoping that this will occur if not then at least tried our best and 
to kcep in mind also that Palau is also shooting in the dark is trying to get Futenma to be relocated to 
their region. So we are only taking a very slim chance here of getting that possibility but hopefully 
we will for the economic purposcs and also probably for defensive purposes for a strategic point of 
view. Thank YOIl . 

~eaker Froilan C. Tenorio: J also would like to say that it was just a courtesy on the part of the 
Japanese Delegation to come and talk to our people on Tinian. The fact is that, if the US 
Government wants to relocate the Marines to Tinian the US Goverrunent does not need our approval 
because they are already leasing two thirds of the island and they have every right to do whatever 
they want to do with that property, but I appreciate very much the Japanese coming to check first 
with us that it is something that they can bring up in their negotiations with the US negotiators. Mr. 
Deleon Guerrero. 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero: I believe Representative Tebuteb still has the Floor, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Tebuteb. 

Representative Tehuteb: Than.k you, Mr. Speaker, yOIl took some of the words right out of my 
mouth and that is what I am trying to get at - so with respect to page I, line 4, is there other - I 
understand that the good Representative of Tinian says that there were discussions with the 
community with the Delegation from the Japanese Government and there is an observed willingness 
from the people 01" Tinian - right now there is an ongoing survey in the Northern Islands I am trying 
to allude to where we are talking about - so only the willingness ofTinian or do you think there is 
also some willingness that would be required from the people of the CNMI so that we are correct in 
statement in our resolution. 

Speaker hoilan C. Tcnorio: Mr. Con.ncr. 

Representative Conner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I cannot allude to what other factors might occur 
down the line pertaining to the Federal Government's presence especially for the Department of 
Defense in regards of pertaining to the Northern Islands. Although, I know for a fact that there is a 
survcy in conducting an environ.nlental impact study on these islands. Basically, I do not know if it 
is in line with the study as far as the plans for the Defense Department, although, I only know of is 
that we are trying to make a convincing gesture here that Tinian is willing to accept the relocation of 
a portion of the Marines from Futenma that is from my understanding. I cannot jump to conclusion 
in rcgards to the Northern Islands portion. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Vice Speaker. 

Vice Speaker Ogumoro: I think we should limit discussion and jusi stay with Tinian. And the 
resolution is about Tinian. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Deleon Guerrero. 
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Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero: Thank you. I support any recommendation by our sister 
islands from what they feel is good for their islands. However, Representative Tebuteb did say that 
we should be carcful what we ask for I think there is something to that comment and even though if 
this thing pulls through - if the US does agree to put it on Tinian they have every right to do so 
there is a certain amount of caution that we should exercise if that were to be the case because this 
would not necessarily only to Tinian - an Airbase on Tinian means helicopters and jets f1ying 
through our airspace of not just Tinian but Saipan perhaps Rota. And I believe, Mr. Speaker, I have 
heard from people from Okinawa that the reason that the people of Okinawa want this Airbasc out is 
because they are concern about how it is affecting their tourism economy - they are moving towards 
tourism as their primary source for their economic base and helicopters and mjlitary exercises f1ying 
overhead when you have tourists coming in is not very conducive to your economy it is actually a 
conf1ict it does not go well with each other and that is something we may want to consider. We still 
have tourism as our industry here and we have not even begun to look at the effects of how 
helicopters and miljtary maneuvers could affect our tourism economy. I think Okinawa will be a 
good case in point because they have experienced it and maybe we should consider that. And I am 
not going to weigh heavily on this right now if it is a long shot I am going to go ahead and support 
for now but if it does go through there are certainly real potential adverse effects that could occur 
should this thing pull through - it is not just going to affect the island of Tinian. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Raymond Palacios. 

Representative Raymond Palacios: Yes, it is very true what Representatives Tebuteb and Deleon 
Guerrero it would definitely and surely affect both affect Rota and Tinian and just to share what 
information regarding the tourists. There is a jet ski business owner that informed me ifI could talk 
to the Marianas Visitor's Authority because the alarm at the Marianas High School sounded the 
tourist are kind of worried or concerned of what is going on. So this is just to share Representative 
Deleon Guerrero's concern that the noise itself can really affect the tourists here in the 
Commonwealth. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Tebuteb. 

Representative Tebuteb: I disagree with the Vice Speaker's statement that we should limit this 
Tinian because on line 7, of page I, which reads: 

"WHEREAS, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands expresses our 
smcere welcome as the destination to relocate the Futenma Air Station; 
and" 

And Representative Deleon Guerrero is correct, do we have any information that is why I am asking 
during the opening of my statement, any impacts of the economics of this resolution versus the 
social consideration that we must know before we vote our conscience. On page I, line 3, reads: 

"WIIEREAS, over sixty years ago, the United States of America established a 
military base on the island of Tinian designed to support more than 40,000 
military personnel; and" 

Is this statement still correct on the 40,000 personnel. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: That was during the war. 
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Reprcsentative Tebuteb: Yes, but I am asking, is this statement of the support of the 40,000 military 
personnel that wc are asking - at the same time we are saying that whatever we say if the military 
wants to come in they would come in with or without this resolution. 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Tebuteb, the point therc is that the island was able to accommodate 
40,000 military personnel at time so a mere 3,000 Marines would not have a major impact, which 
they are ta lking about relocating about 3,000 Marines to the island ofTinian. 

Representative Tebuteb: Major impact sometimes is defined in different ways. I do not know how 
we would define major. 

Spcaker froilan C. Tenorio: Me Conner. 

Representative Conncr: Point of information, just to enlighten the members here the representatives 
from Japan did ask the Mayor how much was the Municipality of Tinian willing to accommodate in 
the number of personnel that could be relocated and the Mayor had reiterated that what Futenma 
understanding it is the 4,000 Marines. So anything beyond that the representative said he would let 
the membcrs know that Tinian is rcally to accommodate only 4,000 Marincs. So that is the 
understanding at the momcnt. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio : Mr. Sablan. 

Representative Sablan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I think we got to look at th e history of the military 
installation in Japan and where this relocation is heading and I think the Press has put out enough 
information in the past was recently regards to the sentiments of some communities in Japan and 
Okinawa where those military bases are situated and I hope that this resolution is not going to be 
used as a pawn or buy a certain element of the Japanese political entity. I do not think anybody here 
is going to say that the Delegation that came over here is speaking for the majority of the Japanese 
lcgislators when they comc over here and visitcd the island of Tinian. We have to think that - that 
particular Delegation might be a part of the faction of the Japanese political entity that wants the 
military bases completely removed from their jurisd iction and not be relocated from Futenma that is 
situated right now to another location the designated relocation that - I guess that has been 
ncgotiated bctwccn the US Military and the Japanese Government is an island 100 miles - whatever 
from where it is at right now. And the way I look at it this particular Delegation that was here is 
probably I do not know whether if they recommended or requested lor a resolution from CNMI 
Government to use as a tool in their ongoing negotiation with the US Military in the ultimate 
relocation of the airbase and here we are arguing on the impact on airspace and all that - we had a 
presentation from the CNMI Military Taskforce a few months back where a lot of concerns in 
regards to the draft impact statement study are still not resolved I mean we have not yet seen tbe 
final - but go ing back to your statement earlier and I full y agree with you that with or without thi s 
resolution if the US Department of Defense makes a deci sion to relocate to Tinian they will. I mn 
just concern that we allow a certain faction from the Japanese Legislature to come over herc and tell 
us that we need to do this for their benefit. And thM is just my concern, that I see thi s as something 
that is not necessary, I think we should be concerned that we are not being used as a pawn in their 
current negotiations regarding the ultimate rclocation of the airbase. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Okay. Nanga ya bai hll o[,pe enao. Fine 'nina nu kontodu i Gobielno 
guaha plIsisirJlla gl.l ini na issue nai. II is jusl thai the Governor was lalking to a different faction of 
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Ihe Majority Coalilion in Japan - konlodu i Ciohielno ha SupopOl/a i relocalion of Mannes 10 

Tinian, number one. Number two, i komprende 'ko i Tinian Municipal Council as well as i Senale 
esta ma passa lokkue' iyona resolution - their own resolution. Anai hu alende iyo na meeling giya 
Tinian ya si Senator Jude man mal/inas suggestion na para 11 jim introdusi Senate Joint Resolution, 
alright. Plies hu na 'nanga i iyona si Senator Hofschneider iyo ha hu tungo na esta ha introdusi, a 
Senate Resolution pues iyo na hu espiha empenu na para ta na ?,lIaha lokkue iyo ta resolution i 
HOllse ha, sa ha talaika i hinasona si Senator Hojiichneider na para i Senate Joint Resolution, ya h1l 
annoku na para ?,uiya u introdusi yan mal/a magi ?,uini para ta suppota ha. 711 tungo ha nai na ti 
hinding esti na resolulion, it does nol mean anything except you know, I hope Ihal we pass il ya u ma 
tungo ni i Japanese Governmenl na ta Supopol/a. Nu esti glli ma eslototba yo, i mayoria gi iyo ta 
lourists ginen Japan yan sen siha nu man mattai hit guini, despues nu paf!,o sa man mafafaisen hit ko 
sina para ta na lungo ha i sinienlela na you know, sina la ayuda siha yangin ma relocate i Marines 
guallo giya Tinian nu pago para la sangani i Japanese dispensa nu munga hit man involve guenao. 
Kumo Ii ma apreba i casino pues siempre la na nisisita i revenue ni po mun nu hunlom i militat giyu 
Tinian ,1'£1 siempre es'la taya i salapela nui. Pues anyway taya esti pam ha la na lungo i Japanese na 
Ii ha eSlolba hit yangin i Amerikanu ha transfer guallo nu Ires mit na marines giya Tinianna maolek 
ha pura hitu sa ufter £Ill, iyo gui nu ma lease iyo i lano - nu puru iyo-miyo informution, yangin Ii 
luchi yo, ./ilna 'an I1lI ma lease i lano for less Ihan Ihree cents ($.3) a square meter ni i jedeml - pues 
taya economic impacl para i CNMI Government all Ihis time nai - pues yangin humalom i mililal 
gui yan, I would like to Ihink na pot i man Amerikanu hilnu dibidi lafa!Jot enao i para lafan involve 
guini gi nalional defense siempre en uyudu Ii Tiniun hu nu ha ayuda ha loe/u i enlire CNMJ. Mr. 
Sahlan. 

Representative Sablan: Just to clarify my position - the concerns that I raised I think some of the 
issues that we would be facing in the future or whoever the future Legislature would be when the 
relocation aetually happens with the military regards to the impact on the community I am not 
saying that I am not going to support the resolution to our colleague from Tinian I am going to vote 
for this, my son is in the military, I understand the impact that it can bring to our economy you see 
the little Troop store down here in Puerto Rico and what it brings to the community but he fore we 
vote for the record I just wanted to point out that there are a lot of things that we need to deal with in 
regards to if it does happen like you say, there is no guarantees it is not binding, but I think we 
should start looking at the overall picture when we start considering issues like this and not just that 
"oil il is good' but like with our experience in the past twenty - thirty years has been when the issue 
comeS in front of the Legislature we say "oh its good jor Ihe CNMf" that is what happened with the 
foreign labor and see where it got us - kcep importing heeause it is good for us it is good business. 
It happened with the garment industry we said "oh leI il eome in and do all Ihal - yo II know its going 
10 bring alllhese revenue" we just I guess forget to look far ahead into the years to see where it is 
going to bring us - now, we are stuck with remanence of the garment industry that arc continuing on 
a daily basis to he an eyesore and you know it was good but just take a look and see where we arc at. 
To my colleague from Tinian, I am sure that hc is speaking for majority of the residents of Tinian 
and I am sure it is not just going to be Tinian it is going to spill over to the rest of the CNMI, but 
when I pick up the newspaper and I read that a study lor the Northern Islands is being conducted and 
being funded by the US Navy like where is all of this coming from and they took away a couple of 
the Northern Islands and to say we are helpless there is nothing we can do about it and I keep going 
back to the Covenant and you know I keep saying where in the heck did give anybody the 
authorization to take the Northern Islands. I looked in the Covenant we saw there the lease 
provisions for Tinian and all the other areas around the seaport and all that but I never saw the 
couple of Northern Islands that we supposed to had given away that is just a personal opinion - I 
guess you know stinks sometimes it looks too good and the old saying is that if it looks too good to 
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be true sometimes It IS not. And our experiences with a couple of policies or decisions that we 
played in the past had mentioned the garment industry as an example and I am sure when the 
Military comes in I guess I am just concerned that by then we would have given away too much 
control to say that we got this much of self-government - I guess that is just a concern. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you, Mr. Sablan. Mr. Raymond Palacios. 

Representative Raymond Palacios: I am still going to support this resolution but considering that the 
plan is our number one tourism market just imagine there surprise if they elect to come to tbe CNMI 
to spend their vacation only to see the same group that they are relieved in relocating - you know it 
is kind of funny that they would bc so happy that this groups are out and then to come here and see 
the same group I am concern next time they might tell their families or friends this that you know 
what if you do not want to sec those groups do not go to the CNMI - I mean it is just so funny to be 
in this situation where we are going to be receiving these people that that they are fmally so relieved 
to get rid-off. But because of the economic hardship that we are experiencing I think it would be 
good because it will generate some revenues for us and I will vote for it and support this resolution. 
Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you, Mr. Raymond Palacios. Mr. Joseph Palacios. 

Representative Joseph Palacios: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, back in February there was a 
represcntative Irom thc Governor's Officc that did a presentation to the membcrs of the Lcgislature 
regarding thc movement of the Military here to the CNMI, because the Military persormel or the 
leaders that makes decisions on thc movement out here in the Commonwealth were here during the 
Sixteenth Legislature they did a presentation I was wondering if we maybe do something that we 
call the same groups and do a presentation to this Seventcenth Lcgislature bccausc half of us do not 
know here do not know what is going on as to the presentation that took plaee last year and was 
presented then to the Sixteenth Legislature. I was wondering if we could do the same since we are 
going to be here for the next three years so to say and honestly I am lost on the subjcct and it could 
be bcneficial for everyone of us here if thc same group of officers that came out here and do the 
same presenta tion for us here so that we can be avail to all the good information that was relayed to 
- to the Sixteenth Legislature. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you , Mr. Palacios. Mr. Tebuteb. 

Represcntative Tebuteb: This is my last statement, Mr. Speaker thank you. You had mentioned that 
the Administration the Governor supports the movement of the Futenma, but necessarily the Military 
- I would appreciate if we can see that document because all I saw on, I believe, from the 
Administration, the Governor in particular, is that it will be up to the US Department of Defense but 
not necessarily publicly stating that he is in full support of the movement of the Military to Tinian. 
Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Joseph Delcon Gucrrero. 

Representative J_oseph Deleon Guerrero: For the last time, thank you. Mr. Speaker, I raised my 
comments earlier to kind of make us all more aware of our actions - too many times we up in the hill 
are guided by the economic benefits to oftcn and anything where they say there is an economic gain 
is good for us let us support we always do that. Unfortunately, we do not always look at how each 
activity will affect each other - we do not look at it comprehensively, and we do not look at the 
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context of how these industries that affect each other. And aliI am trying to do is raise an awareness 
that in this case if that is our intent is for military economy well then that should be the direction wc 
should take. What is going to be happening on Tinian with the Military relocation to Guam is not 
such a big elfeet to our tourism industry here in the CNMI- why, they are proposing only soft bases 
over there they arc not proposing permanent military presence on Tinjan so what will be happening 
is that they will be going over there for exercises periodically and I do not think that would in any 
way adversely affect the tourists economy here. This on the other hand I trunk is a little bit different 
and I can tell you based on Okinawa's experienced that the two types of industries do not co-exist 
well together - they do not and that is why Okinawa has made a decision that they are going to 
concentrate on their tourism - it is a healthier industry it is a clean industry with very little adverse 
social effects and I am saying we have not even weighed what those affects will do to us. So here 
we are deciding and saying yes, we want it, at the same time we want tourism and who knows what 
else is coming up we want it too. But we should always think ahead and see if they could coexist 
well - if yes, then tine, but the potential I see, is that it could conflict one or the other is going to 
give - either tourism is going to call fall because of it or I do not know how the military could be 
affected by tourism - I think not, but there that potential and all I am saying is that we take those 
into consideration when we make decision think about how those d.ecisions how going to affect us in 
the future. That is all I have to say. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you, Mr. Deleon Guerrero. Mr. Benavente. 

Representative Benavente: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I realized that it is way past lunch and I will 
try to make this quick. [also, want to say first, that do not like disagreeing my good colleague, 
Representative Guerrero, because over the years we have actually agreed on many issues, but would 
disagree with him this time, because even as go back and we started hearing the propose Marine 
movcment to the base on Guam there were some of us including myself that were disappointed that 
not enough was being done as an expansion on Tinian because as we all know we need this Military 
economy and as far as the opportunity for the Military and the Tourism Industry to cocxist it is right 
there in Guam it is successful. As a matter of fact over the years when the Touri~m Industry started 
decline and affected the CNMI it affected us in a bad way because we were seeing the Garment 
Industry go down and the Tourism Industry going down but it did not affect Guam, and though the 
Tourism Industry was going down because they had the military economy that subsidized the overall 
economy on Guam - it coexist very well. I mean Guam continues to be one of the best destinations 
in region partly because they do invest and spend money on the industry but it can and with the 
Garment Industry gone and because bave decidcd that thcy do not want to deal with the casino 
proposal this is other ways in which we can do something about our economy. Let us support the 
military base in Tinjan let us bring in the military economy as we see Guam benefiting from this 
same military economy. Thank you, Mr. Speakcr. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you, Mr. Benavente. Mr. Demapan. 

Representative Demapan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, a lot of good points has been mentioned and a 
lot of word~ has been said on this piece of resolution J would likc to make a motion to end debate 
and act on the legislation to approvc or disapprove. 

The motion was seconded by several others; and the motion was carried by voice vote. 

Several members voiced "ready"; and the molion to adopt H Res. 17-11 was carried by 
voice vote. 
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Speaker Froilan C. 'I'enorio: Thank you very much, members, Oil behalf of the people of Tinian. 
Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, we do still have a lot of stuff on our Calendar but 
it is past our lunch time and I believe staff are hungry - I would like to move to recess and come 
back at two thirty. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Vice Speaker. 

Vice Speaker Ogumoro: In terms of recessing and coming back at two thirty therc is a vcry 
important meeting happening at two o'clock the presentation of the report by Mr. Babauta of the 
Interior Department and I would like to be present for that mceting - so if we can move for a later 
time I strongly recommend, Before we entertain that motion to recess, Mr. Speaker, of the bill that 
was returned by the Senate it is appropriate for me to bring it up - have you of1icially referred that to 
the Committee that needs to work on the austerity bill? Is that to be referred today so that we can 
make the necessary referral before we recess? 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Tebuteb. 

Rcpresentativc Tcbuteb: This is not in line of... 

Vice Speakcr Ogumoro: We arc under the item of determining whether we should recess - what 
time to come back after we recess. But I need to be clear if you can please make it clear to us if you 
have already referred thc austerity bill that was returned by the Senate of the appropriate Committee 
or you need to refer that so that we can do that action before we go for recess. 

Spcakt<r Froilan C. Tenorio: Well, Vice Speaker, there is a more important bill that Governor has 
asked us to consider - Senate Bill 17-18, Are any of you attending this meeting with Mr, Babauta? 
Mr. Benavente. 

Representative Benavente: Mr. Speaker, I understand the presentation of the report that is due to the 
US Congrcss with regards to the status of the long-term non-resident workers and I would suggest 
that all of us attend this presentation, but given the requirements of the OGA and the need for us to 
continue our session to tackle some of these legislations I would like to suggest that we attend the 
meeting and immediately after that presentation we come in and we continue with our session 
because I do not know what the OGA would require for the next session. 

Speaker Froil~n C. Tenorio: Vice Speaker. 

Vicc Speaker Ogumoro: Mr. Speaker, I understand that tbc mecting is going to begin at two o'cJock 
betwcen the Governor and Mr. Babauta, so I do not k.Jl0W how long that meeting is going to nm. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Somebody told me the meeting is going to start at I :30 PM, Mr. Basa. 

Represcn!ative Basa: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I just remember that at I :30 we also have a budget hearing 
with DPS - so if we were to recess my Committee needs to be excused for the budget hearing 
knowing that the average that we have conducted with a number of Departments it could last from 
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two to three hours. So just to be safe if we were to recess I am asking if we can have it next week 
and not today. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Can we call for a short recess. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Short recess. 

The House recessed at 1: 15 p. m. 

RECESS 

The House reconvened at 3:53 p.m. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: We are back in session. Mr. Floor Leader. 


Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I believe before we went to recess we were under 

Resolution Calendar, we still have a couple of more resolutions for our action. First is H. Res. 17-9 

- the Mount Carmel Mock Trial resolution and with that I move for its adoption. 


The motion was seconded. 

Introduced by Representative Diego T BENAVENTE uf Saipan, Precincl I (fur himself and Representatives 
Basa, Benavente, Cabrera, Conner, Dela Cruz, Frederick P. Deleon Guerrero, Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero, Demapan, 
Iguel, Ogumoro, Joseph M. Palacios, Raymond D. Palacios, Sablan, Tehuteh, TenoriO, Stanley McGinnis Torres, 
Villagomez, and Yumul) on April 30, 2010. [The House did 170t receive any public cOmment on the Resolution during 
un open and public meeting on Apri/30 2010] 

H. REs. 17-9 

A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MOUNT 
CARMEL HIGH SCHOOL MOCK TRIAL PARTICIPANTS IN THEIR 
TRIUMPHANT VICTORY AT THE COMMONWEALTH-WIDE 2010 MOCK 
TRJAL COMPETITION HELD AT THE GUMA HUSTICIA ON FEBRUARY 
26-27,2010. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. 

Several members voiced "ready"; and motion to adopt H. Res. 17-9 was carried hy voice 
vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Cwnacho: Thank yOll, Mr. Speakcr. Next is H. Res. 17-10, the Saipan Southern High 
School Band resolution with that I move for its adoption . 

The motion was seconded. 
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Introc/uced by Representative George N. CA MACHO ofSaipan, Precinct IV (for hill/selland Representatives 
Basa, Benavente, Cabrera, Conner, Dela Cruz, Frederick P. Deleon Guerrero, Joseph 1'. Deleon Guerrero, Demapan, 
Iguel, OguJlloro, Joseph Al. Palacios, Raymond D. Palacios, Sablan, Tebuleb, Tenorio, Stanley McGinnis Torres, 
Vilk'f.vuJ/ez, and YUllIul) on April 30, 2010. [The House did not receive any public comment On the Resolution during 
an open and public meeting on April 30 20 101 

H. RES. 17-9 

A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND CONGRATULATE THE 
SAIPAN SOUTHERN HIGH SCHOOL MANTA RAY BAND FOR THEIR 
MANY ACHIEVEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING PEHFORMANCE AT TIlE 
NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL. 

Speaker Frailan C. Tenorio: DisclIssion. 

Several members vaiced "ready"; and the frIotion to adopt H. Res. 17-10 was carried by 
voice vote. 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Bill Calendar. Mr. Floor Leader. 

BrLL CALENDAR 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Before we start action on ollr Bill Calendar I 
would like to make a motion to plaee S. B. 17-16, thi s is the Court Marshal firearm for our action 
today. 

The motion was sec()l1deci 

S. 8. 17-16 

TO EMPOWER AND DEFINE THE AUTHORITY, DUTIES, 
RESPONSIBILITIES, AND FUNCTIONS OF THE MARSHALS SERVICE 
DIVISION OF THE CNMI JUDICIAL BRANCII; AND FOR OTI-IER 
PURPOSES. [SEN. COMM. J7-29J 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Is that for first and final? 

Floor Leader Call1a~ho: The motion is for placement on the Bi II Calendar. 

Sneaker ['roilan C. Tenorio: Okay, alright. Discussion. M r. Benavente. 

Representative Benavente: Just for clarification, has this bill been referred to the Committee? 

Speaker Frailan C. Tenorio: No. 

Representative Benavente: Thank yOll, I yield at this time. 

Several members voiced "ready"; Ihe motion for placement was carried by voice vote. 
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Speaker ('roilan C. Tenorio: It is placed on the Bill Calendar. Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. McGinnis-Torres. 

Representativc McGinnis-Torres: Mr. Speaker, why place arc we placing this bill on the Calendar 
there is our House Bill 17-28 is already on the Calendar for final action. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Demapan, do you have an answer to that question? 

Representative Demapan: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 

Representative McGinnis-Torres: Mr. Speaker, I withdraw what I just stated . 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Thank you, Mr. McGinnis-Torres. Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, before we start action on the bills just so that we 
cover our basis I would like to make a motion to suspend Rule 8, Scetion 9, and Rule 9, Section 9 
and 10 so that we may pass these bills on First and Final Reading. 

The motion was seconded; several members voiced "ready"; and the motion to suspend Rule 
8, Section 9 and Rule 9, Section 9 and 10 was carried by voice vole. 

Speaker FroHan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I would like to move lo r the passage of S. B. 17
18 on First and Final Reading. 

The motion was seconded. 

S. B.17-18 

A BILL FOR AN ACT TO AMEND SUBSECTION (D) OF SECTION 8122 OF 
TITLE FOUR OF THE COMMONWEALTH CODF. TO MERELY CLARIFY AN 
AMBIGUITY REGAROING THE COMMONWEALTH UTILITIES 
COHPORATION'S AUTHORITY TO SET RATES UNTIL SUCH TIME AS TIlE 
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION SHALL ISSUF. AN ORDEH SETTING 
RAT ES, FEES, CHARGF.S OR RENTS FOR A UTILITY SERVICE; AND FOR 
OTHEH PURPOSES./SEN. COJl1J11. 17-30/ 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discllssion. Mr. YUl11ul. 

Representativc Yumul: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Senate Bill 17-18, which purports to retroactively 
apply the rates for eue is very difficult to add it at this for mysclf, namely because, for one thing 
Representative McGinnis-Torres who took CUC to Court for lawful reason which is basically that 
CUC charged rates to their customers and in doing so had violated the law he successfully brought 
the case up to the Supreme Court and won and then now here we are trying to retroactively close the 
gap. I do understand that presently there are pending lawsuits that have followed since 
Representative Torres' suit and are now pe!1ding in Court. And I am curious to see if anyone of us 
has even attempted to contact any of thcse people to see if thi s is the right thing or arc we just going 
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to pull the rug from under them. You know these are people from the community that are following 
the law, paid their payments for their utilities according to the law then are now exercising the right 
uneler the Constitution to take CUC to Court and then here we are trying to pull the rug from under
so I would like to know from anyone in this Legislature how do we approach this. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Benavente. 

Representative Benavente: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I am going to try to respond to the question 
asked, but if I may be allowed to comment on the bill. I believe that this would be in order primarily 
because if we do not then and with all due respect to Representative Torres who is successful in his 
lawsuit - CUC does not have some money in the bank to take care of this prohlem whatever is 
mandated by the Court or hy any past billings would have to be passed onto the consumers - in the 
end whatever CUC pays out in these lawsuits could only he again, we as the utility users and that is 
everyone of us in our community would have to pay for this. And I think that is why this is 
necessary, because I do not think that while the Courts may made a decision - Representative Torres 
is correct that they did not have the authority at the time they need to estahlish that rate or else we 
would have a problem or we will not have water or utilities, CUC will not be able to continue to 
function. So there was a need to do this and again with all due respect with the Courts decision with 
Represcntativc Torres' efforts if we do not act on this then we are going to end up seeing a higher 
utility rate filr the purposes of paying for these certain individuals who are successful in the lawsuit, 
but for those who did not file a lawsuit would had have to pay for that. I think it is really a fairness 
issue and although they had made a mistake I think this is a necessary thing to do. Thank you. 

Speakcr !"roilan C. Tenorio: Thank you. Mr. Yumul. 

Re12resentative Yumu!: Thank you. Thosc are good comments that had come from Reprcsentative 
Benavcnte, but over the years this legislative body has always appropriateci from the pockets of our 
very own taxpayers to put up utility poles, to lay sewer lines, to lay water Iincs, and we have done 
more than what is usually requircd of a legislative hody for utility company and then here we are 
trying to circumvent a legal process that thc community themselves have decided that they wanted to 
take this issue to Court also. I was one of the authors of these Public Laws and co-authored Puhlic 
Law 15-35 and Puhlic 15-40 I know back then and I still know today that I have no douhts in my 
mind that when I authorcd and co-authored these bills it was always looking forward and that it was 
nevcr to go backwards. And that is stated on Page I, line 4, where it says, there is intent by this 
legislative body that rates should be applied retroactively. I want to put it on the record that I had 
not thought that and I knew what I was speaking of when I authored this bill. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tcnorio: Yes , I have a question a point of information - does anybody know thc 
effect if we do not approve this, is CUC will increasc thc ratcs is that it? Mr. Dela Cruz. 

Representati ve Dela Cruz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I guess to clarify matters wc nced to 
understand that CUC cannot raise rates unilaterally they would have to apply with the Puhlic 
Utilities Commission. The Public Utilities Commission can either grant or deny that request. This 
is in line also, with the resolution that was introduced this morning on the water and wastewater 
rates. So as I have said, CUC cannot unilaterally make increases until such time that they submit a 
petition to the Public Utilities Commission. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: So what is the purpose of this hill? 
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Representative Dela Cruz: You know it appears that it has something to do with retroactive the 
authority to set the rates and I am one that I thought that thi s would first go to the Committee on 
PUTC here so that we may look at the merits of the bill, but to be frank with YOll, I am not really too 
clear as to the intent of S.B. 17-18, whethcr this gives CUC the authority to set rates unilaterally by 
having the Legislature put this into legislation and having it pass into law - I am not really sure, Mr. 
Speaker and mcmbers, but if that is the intent to have CUC set its own rates then this is another thing 
that we should oppose and I hope that this Senate legislation can be referred to the Committee on 
Public Utilities here in the House. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Benavente. 

Representative Benavente: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I do not disagree with Representative Dela 
Cruz I do not think at this point any proposed increase in the rates would have to be approved by 
PUc. The question though is, what will happen if we do not pass this bill. If we go back prior 
even prior to 2006, Mr. Speaker, and we remember the increases in fuel cost and the subsidies in the 
tens I would say millions of dollars of subsidies that even during the Babauta-Benavente 
Administration and then the Fitial Administration continued after that in order for CUC to continue 
to provide utilities to this community it was necessary to do so because of the continued increase in 
fuel cost at the time and that is why when CUC felt it necessary to increase the rate based on what it 
needs to continue to provide this utility service that is when it was nccessary. And the Courts 
decision recently based on the lawsuit filed by Representative Torres' was that it was illegal. And 
so at this time people can and actually have been suing to recover from those charges based on the 
new rates that the Courts has decided thcy did not have the authority to do. And again because CUC 
is a public utilities it is a Government agency it does not have an account in the bank to where it just 
takes these money and pays you know our insurance that actually pays for this mistakes. And CUC 
has to somehow come up with the funding to pay for these lawsuits - and that funding thc only fund 
or revenue source that CUC has is either a subsidy from the CNMI Government or the utility 
payments that it collects from this community. And so if we do not do not stop the lawsuit we will 
end up having to pay this and yes, if thcy arc - I am sure that they can easily justify to PUC that 
bascd on thi s revenue that they are receiving now an based on the need to pay these lawsuits they arc 
going to have to increasc the rates and I would think that PUC would agree to increasing the rates. 
Once again, because you cannot just say no and say everything is line - if we say no then what do 
we stand to lose - do we stand to see CUC shutdown because thcy cannot afford to buy fuel for its 
operations - that is what is going to happen here and I still feel that in the end it would be the 
community who pays for utilities that is going to end up paying for this and the unfairness in this 
situation is that if you are a customer who has paid for this so-called illegal increase and you havc 
left the island and you do not sue you do not take part in collecting this illcgal fec - illegal increase 
then basically it is not fair that not everybody is going end up receiving those difference that was 
successful in the lawsuit. Again, I feel that this is something that is the lilir thing to do and it is a 
necessary thing to clo. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Just a point of information, do I understand correctly that this bill was 
requested by the Administration? Okay. Vice Speaker. 

Vice Speaker Ogumoro: Well , that is what I was going to mention that pcrhaps if we have other 
matters to entertain in the meantime we need to make connect or find out the urgency of acting on 
this measure because it looks like some of us are not fully aware as te the intent of this bill. But I do 
know also that they had wanted us to act on it in tbi s session. 
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Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: That is my understanding that the Administration wants us to act on 

thi s today. 


Vice Speaker Ogumoro: Can we call for a recess? 


fu:leaker Froilan C. Tenorio: And do what? 


Vice Speaker Ogumoro: Just to maybe ask the Administration if they are aware of what is the 

rationale for this. 


Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader. 


Floor Leader Camacho: We have Nace, from the Office of the Governor that he can bring over the 

Legal Counsel from the Administration - if we can just give him five minutes and we can either 
move to a short recess or move on to our Calendar while we wait. 

Vice Speaker Ogumoro: J suggest that we just move on with our Calendar, Mr. Speaker, while we 
get to wait for the Governor's Legal Counsel. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Floor Leader, is there any reason why we bypassed the House Bills and 
went on to Senate Bills? Can we go back to consider the House Bills? 

Floor Leader Camacho: It was the first one appearing on my Calendar. And if you are wondering 
about the H. B. 17-26, we are not entertaining that today and also H. B. 17-28, which is the Marshal 
because we are entertaining the Senate version. 

Spcaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Why are we not entertaining H. B. 17-26? 


Floo r Leader Canlacho: There is qucstions on the exact figures and we would like to receive more 

comments from especially the Saipan Chamber Commerce. 


Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Iguel , is that okay with you? 


Representative IgueJ: Yes, Mr. Speaker, no problem . 1 think we need to listen to the Chamber of 

Commerce because they are the one who are controlling the businesses here. 


Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Alright, so let us move on, Mr. Floor Leader. 


Floor Leader Camacho: Right now, I withdraw the motion for the passage of S. B. 17-18 and while 

we are on the Senate Bills let \I S finish up - I move to pass S. B. 17-16, Court Marshal, on First anci 
Final Reading. 

There were no objections on the Floor to withdraw the passage motion for S. B. 17-18. 

The motion was seconded on the motion for passage ors. B. 17- 16 

s. B. 17-16 
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A BILL FOR AN ACT TO EMPOWER AND DEFINE THE AUTHORITY, 
DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE MARSHALS 
SERVICE DIVISION OF THE CNMI JUDICIAL BRANCH; AND FOR 
OTHER PURPOSES. {SEN. COMM. 17-29J 

Speaker Froi lan C. Tenorio: Discussion. Mr. Demapan. 

Representative Demapan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 17-28, was introduced by myself, 
and the Committee is done with that bill, however, maybe I might get kicked by the other members 
from the JGO Committee for not entertaining the House version, however, before we act on 
S. B. 17-16, I would like to make some amendments, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio : Please, continue, Mr. Demapan. 

Representative Demapan: If you go page 2, line 13, revised Section 2, the new Chapter 9, §3901 (d) 
by adding the following to read as follows: 

S. '8. 17-16 

"Section 2. The CNMI Marshals Service Division. Title I, 
Division 3 is amended by adding a new Chapter 9 to read as follows: 

Chapter 9. The CNMI Marshals Service Division. 
§ 3901. CNMl Marshals Service Division: EshlbJishmcnt. 

(a) There is in the judicial branch of the Commonwealth 
government a CNMI Marshals Service Division having the 
authority and responsibility to perform the duties and Junctions set 
forth in this chapter. As used in this chapter, "division" shall mcan 
the CNMI Marshals Service Division. 

(b) The Director of Courts shall appoint a chief marshal 
whose duties and responsibilities shall be detcrmined by the 
Judicial Council. The chief marshal shall, upon appointment, 
appoint deputy marshals and support staff as necessary to carry out 
the duties and responsibilities or the division. 

(c) Each employee of the division shall take an official 
oath of office prior to employment. 

(d) CNMI Marshals Service Division personnel, including 
the chief marshal, shall qualify uncler such minimum standards of 
professional experience, physical and mental health, and education 
as established hy thc Judicial Council. No individual who has 
been convicted of a felony or other crime of moral turpitude may 
scrve in thc division. The hief Marshal and Dcputies ~hall 

undergo lirearms training to the same extend as Police Officers of 
the Department of Public Safety. (Amendment Ofjered by 
Representative Demapan) 

That is the only amendment that I am going to introduce today. 

The motion was seconded by several others. 
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Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. 

Several members voiced "ready"; and the motion to adopt the amendment was carried by 
voice vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Yumul. 

Representative Yumul: Thank you, Legal Counsel. Mr. Speaker, I apologize for that the answer 
came before the question is that under the House version, H. B. 17-28, we had amended a section 
where it says, "CNMI Marshals Services Division: Establishment" we needed to amend this to 
restate as, "Enactment. The following is hereby enacted" and then the following lines as a flowed 
because as Counsel had stated earlier if we do not put this specific technical language the entire bill 
would have to be encoded into the code. So my motion is to add on page 1, On Section 2, ... 1 
apologize - short recess, Mr. Speaker. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Short recess. 

The House recessed at 4:22 p.m. 

RECESS 

Ihe House reconvened at 4:27 p.m. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: We are back in session. Let me just say that 1 do not think that there is 
an urgency on our part to approve this bill today, so if there is a problem then 1 will refer it to a 
Committee. Mr. Yumul. 

Representative Yumul: Thank you. Prior to going into reccss 1 had some concerns about the 
establishment - to thc language to use the word "enactment" but it is okay with the Legal Counsel if 
there is no objections from the member to just consider it as a technical and he would just put in the 
proper language - it does not change the substance it just ensures that the quotes that he is willing to 
put into page I it is just a technical to ensure that codification proccss. 

There were no objections raised on the Floor. 

Speaker [roilan . Tenorio: So we are back to the main motion as amended by IIouse Draft I, so 
we are voting on S. 8.17-16, HD1. Mr. Joseph Deleon Guerrero. 

Representatiye Joseph Deleon Guerrero: 1 would likc to offer an amendment if there are no 
objections from the members. 

'lhere were no objeclions raised on the Floor. 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero: After the word "training" insert the word "and 
certincation" . 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero 'sfloor amendment reads as/ollows: 

S, B. P-16 
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"Section 2. The CNMI Marshals Service J)ivision. Title I, 
Division 3 is amended by adding a new Chapter 9 to read as follows: 

Chapter 9. The CNMI Marshals SCI'Vice Division. 
§ 3901. CNMI Marshals Service J)ivision: Establishment. 

(a) There is in the judicial branch of the Commonwealth 
government a CNMI Marshals Service Division having the 
authority and responsibility to perform the duties and functions set 
forth in this chapter. As used in this chapter, "division" shall mean 
the CNMI Marshals Service Division. 

(b) The Director of Courts shall appoint a chief marshal 
whose duties and responsibilities shall be determined by the 
Judicial Council. The chief marshal shall , upon appointment, 
appoint deputy marshals and support staff as necessary to carry out 
the duties and responsibilities of the division. 

(c) Each employee of the division shall take an official 
oath of office prior to employment. 

(d) CNMI Marshals Service Division personnel, including 
the chief marshal, shall qualify under such minimum standards of 
professional experience, physical and mental health, and education 
as established by the Judicial Council. No individual who has 
been convicted of a felony or other crime of moral tllTpitude may 
serve in the division. The Chief Marshal and Deputies shall 
undergo firearms training and certification to the same extend as 
Police Officers of the Department of Public Safety. 

The motion was seconded; there being no discussions on the Floor the motion was carried by 
voice vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: The motion is to approve S. B. 17-16, HD2, on First and Final Reading, 
roll call. 

The Clerk called the Roll for the passage of S.B. 17-16, lID2 on First and Final 
Reading with the following results: 

Representative Ramon S. Basa 
Representative Diego T. Benavente 
Representative Elieco D. Cabrera 
Representative George N. Camacho 
Representative Trenton B. Conner 
Representative Francisco S. Dela Cruz 
Representative Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero 
Representative Fredrick P. Deleon Guerrero 
Representative Rafael S. Demapan 
Representative Sylvestre 110 Igue! 
Representative Felicidad Taman Ogumoro 
Representative Joseph M. Palacios 
Representative Raymond D. Palacios 
Representative Antonio P. Sablan 
Representative Teresita A. Santos 
Representative Ramon A. Tebuteb 
Speaker Froi!an C. Tenorio 

yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
absent (during voting) 
yes 
absent (excused) 
yes 
yes 
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Represt.!l1 tative Stanley McGinnis Torres yes 

Representa tive Edmund Joseph S. Villagomez yes 

Representative Ray N. Yumul yes 


Speaker froi lan C. Tenorio: Thank you, S. B. 17-16, 1-102, is approved. Mr. floor Leader. 

floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, now, we move to our House Bills. The first of 
thi s is H. B. 17-19; the Homestcad Waiver Act of201O, with that I move for its passage on First and 
Final Reading. 

The motion was seconded. 

Introduced by Representative Teresita A. SANTOS of Rota, Precinct VII (for herse(( and Representatives 
Joseph M Palacios. /Jenavente, Iguel, and Yumul) in an open and public meeting on February 5, 2UIU and February 
23.2010: which was referred to (he Commillee on Natural Resources which submitted Slanding Committee Report 17
Y. 

H.o. 17-19 

A HILL FOR AN ACT TO AMEND 2 CMC § 4335; AND FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES. WHICH MA Y BE CITED AS "NATURAL DISASTER 
HOMESTEAD W/lIVERACTOF 2010" 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. Mr. Yumul. 

Rcprcscntative Yumul: Thank you. Earlier, Reprcsentative Benavente had spoken of a March 10, 
2010, comments fro m then Acting Secretary now Secretary of thc Department of Public Lands, Mr. 
l3abauta, ahout his concerns about H. B. 17-19, basically he gave three scenarios as to what would 
constitute thi s bill if enacted into law an interpretation by then to waive any requirements of policy 
requiring the rebuilt if a first house had a 95% complete another one that is just s tarting to be 
complcted and then the last one is a fully completed house - who determines if a house that only had 
the wall s up for example and has no roof and a disaster strikes such as an earthquake and the 
foundation cracks in half because the house is not complete - does that then constitute a waiver from 
requiring a second residential dwelling. 1 think there are legitimate concerns hcre that needs to he 
brought up because no t every homesteader will build with financing as we know if you are financing 
through a bank there should be 'ill insurance during construc tion phase, so when you are building on 
your own, like many of us are - who gcts a waiver and who does not get a waivcr. If the two or three 
year differences in thc homesteads are because one is near completion, one has heen completed, and 
one is just barely getting olf the ground. Thank you. 

Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Benavente. 

Representative Benavente: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, first on the record I do not remember saying 
that it must have becn Representative Tebuteb who had actually said that remarks. 

Representative Yumul: My apologies. 

Representati ve Benavente: That is fine . My comments though, Mr. Speaker, is that as we speak 
there is a current policy on granting homestead for eligible individual ~ throughout the 
Commonwealth. This policy has a certain amount of time for someone who has been granted a 
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homestead to start building and there is a current policy that it requires lor a certain amount of timc 
- I forgct now how much not more than three years in which the housc has to be completed and you 
movc in and then there is that certain amount time in which you should stay before you are granted 
the [ull ten years [ have been shown so there is this current policy that already we have. I think the 
proposal which I really congratulate Rcprcsentative Santos for her mission with seeing and a need 
lor us to consider because in between those time[rames there is this situation - a disaster a scrious 
typhoon for cxample that somehow damages the construction that is in process in this homestead 
areas and again those current policies are not changed this is just within that policy if this person is 
within the first year that they are required to build and we are only talking about the fust year when 
this is built. And so it cannot be like fifteen years later and you still only have a wall. So [ would 
think that the proposal is talking about before meeting this current re4uirement that a disaster should 
happen and you lose your home that way - givcn the current economic situation and the tough times 
that our people are having right now we really cannot demand them to say, yes, typhoon yesterday 
you better start building tomorrow. 1 think that this is something that we need [or us is to consider 
and grant. Again, knowing thc situation that our people currently meet the challcnges that our 
people are currently in right and the need [or these individuals to somehow find the necessary time 
not the time required by the Department of Public Lands for the time in which they can start 
rebuilding their residential homes in those homesteads. So 1 think this is an excellent proposal that 
we should provide our community. Thank you. 

Speaker hoilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Tebuteb. 

Representative Tebuteb: I would like to oiler a floor amendment. On page 2, line 4, after the word 
"his/her" insert "completed" - this amendment is also a recommendation of the Department Public 
Lands, also the same intent of this amendment is also suggested in the findings under section b, of 
the Standing Committee Report as well as the C05t benefit, whieh also suggested "completed". So 
just to be consistent that is my motion. Thank you. 

Representative Tebllteb floor amendment to read as follows: 

H. B. 17-19 

Section 3. Amendment. Title 2 CMC § 4335 is hereby amended 
by adding a new subsection (d) as follows: 

"(d) The Department of Public Lands shall waive any requirement 
or policy requiring village homesteader(s) to re-build a second residential 
dwelling house upon showing by any homesteader(s) that his/her 
completed residential dwelling structure was destroyed or severely 
damaged by typhoon, tsunami or other natural or man-made di sasters." 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenori o: Are you suggesting that the Department of Public Lands is supporting 
this bill? 

Representative Tebuteb: We have a written statement from the Department of Public Lands 
recommending that we submit "completed" into the legislation for consideration. Yes, they are. 

Spcakcr Froilan C. Tenorio: Alright, thank you Mr. Tebuteb. Mr. Floor Leader. 
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Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you , Mr. Speaker, I do have an objection to that floor amendment. 
Whcn it comes to using the word "completed" ... 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Your amendment again, Mr. Tebuteb? 

Representative Tebuteb: On H. B. 17-19, page 2, line 4, after the word "his/her" insert "completed". 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Okay, is there any second. 

The motion was seconded by several others. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Discussion. Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speakcr. I do have an objection to that amendment when 
using thc word "completed". What is really a "completed" dwelling? For instance there are times 
when people are just starting to build their house and let us say they have three walls up and one 
more wall to go and a typhoon comes - then in that case that dwelling is not completed and therefore 
that give the Department of Public Lands the authority to revoke such a homcstead. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Benavente. 

Represcntativc Benavente: Once again, Mr. Speaker, we go back to remembering that there is a 
current policy and the current policy is the first year, therc are supposed to start building within the 
three years you are supposed to have a completed building. So we need to be talking about the first 
year as well - you know as the Floor Leader has pointed out it cannot be just when the house is 
completed we are also talking about the first three years in which an applicant is allowed to build 
and construct his residential and if a di saster happens within that period then we are also granting the 
exemption for that pcriod. So "completed" might help those individuals who have actually movcd in 
which is rcally not an issue because they have already been granted that after you start living you are 
basically kind of granted your done. I think the concern is mainly on the first three years where you 
are rcquirccl to build and if you do not build it gets taken away trom you. So I would think the 
amendment would defeat the purpose because again, 1 feel that the purpose is really between you 
start building and you complete building before you moved in. I wish that Representative Tebuteb 
would recomider that amendment. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Tebuteb. 

Representative Tebuteb: To respond, the Floor Leader and myse lf signed off of the Committee 
Rcport and the Committee Report also suggests on the findings on section b of the Committee 
Report on the last paragraph it suggested "completed" and it also suggested that the cost benelit 
paragraph of "completed" residential dwelling - so to be consistent. Along with the suggestions of 
the Department of Public Lands I would likc to submit that as part of the amendment. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Joseph Deleon Guerrero. 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ultimately, Mr. Speaker, 1 am 
going to end up asking that this bill be sent back to the Committee because this policy here that is 
about to be adopted really requires consultation with DPL not just their comments and let me state 
why. First of all, DPL's policy is when you get a homestead - let me state what those requirements 
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are, you have to build a home or residence and the requirements is it has to have four walls, it is has 
to have a bathroom and it has to have a kitchen - it does not say you have to have how many 
bedrooms, but that at a minimum for it to pass inspection. If somebody is building a house and only 
has two or three walls that does not constitute passing inspection - and if a typhoon comes and 
blows it down it is very unfortunate and 1 think like I said, further consultation is required - perhaps 
those individuals wldd be given a extended time to finish up their homes because a typhoon came, 
but 1 do not think it also warrants that they be granted the homestead when others have to pass 
inspection and you did not - at the same token remember what this bill is asking of us is that they 
shall waive any requirements to rebuild and we have to be mindful that the whole intent of the 
homesteading program is to provide land for people to build their houses and to live there. Now, if 
these people are granted a waiver and so you know [ have two walls up a typhoon came did not 
finish it now [ do not even have to finish the building - 1 am waived from completing that house. It 
totally goes against the very intent of the Homesteading Program. So valuable land - that could 
others and there is a lot of people none of us need to know how many people are waiting in line 
could be granted to those who are ready to build. But yet, here wc are making a policy saying it is 
okay you did not finish it typhoon came but he can have the [and but he does not really need to 
rebuild a second dwelling. That I think is very questionable as far as a policy decision. And if 
anything, and we want to make it fair for both the individuals who have experienced this type of 
incident and those to make it fair for future or other homesteaders perhaps DPL should ask the 
Committee to perhaps to consult with DPL give them a fair amount of timc and allow them to be 
more flexible rather to grant this waiver. I am sorry, but I think this waiver is unfair - not only for 
those who have passed inspection but it is also unfair for others who are waiting and have not been 
given the opportunity to get a homestead. [think DPL kind of talked about the unfairness with you 
know Mr. A, Mr. B, ancl Mr. C, and they talked about the difference - you can read it yourself it is in 
their comments, but I just think that going in this direction is not a very sound decision on our part. 
I am not voting against this bill. unless, perhaps with a "eomp[eted" amendment I can support it but 
otherwise 1 am not going to support this bill - I asked that it be referred back to the Committee and 
let them work with DPL on how to make their policy more t1exib[e. Thank you. 

Speaker [<"roilan C. Tenorio: Mr. De[a Cruz. 

Representative De[a Cruz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. First off, I must say, that yes, you can have a 
three wall house provided that you build a triangfe shape building. (laughter) That is very possible. 
With all due respect to our minority leader, three years to build a house when you apply it - it is 
quite a long time. Now, if a catastrophe should happen a typhoon usually the Government declares a 
State of Emcrgency and funding usually falls in from the Federal Government such as, FEMA, and 
SBA, some are grants that you do not need to pay, some a.rc [ow interest loans that people can pay 
for. I guess the legislation in itself tries to make those people that have not comp[etcd their 
residential structures within a given period oftime to go scot-free and own the land without fultilling 
the requirements of DPL - this is how 1 see the legislation - and DPL mentions that there are four 
thousand in the waiting list. What are we trying to do with the legislation here are we giving away 
free lands that is how this legislation appears - . we are trying to give away free lands to people that 
have not met the requirements of DPL. If applicants for homesteads needed extensions DPL [ 3m 
sure can probabfy accommodate within reasons - after th.ree years [ think it is too long and [ike [ 
said there are other people needing land to build houses for their wives and families. And so [ would 
agree with Representative Tebuteb's amendment to have that "comp[eted" word inserted on line 4, 
Mr. Speaker and members, thank you. 
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Several members voiced "ready"; there heing no .further discussions the motion offered by 
Representative Tebuteb was carried by vuice vote. 

Speaker froilan C. Tenorio: Are we ready to vote on this bill? 

Several members voiced "ready". The Speaker called for the roll. 

The Clerk called the Roll for the passage of H.B. 17-19, HDl on First and Final 
Reading with the following results: 

Representative Ramon S. Basa yes 
Representative Diego T. Benavente yes 
Representative Elieeo D. Cabrera yes 
Representative George N. Camacho yes 
Representative Trenton B. Conner yes 
Representative Francisco S. Dela Cruz yes 
Representative Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Representative Fredrick P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Representative Rafael S. Dcmapan yes 
Representative Sylvestre 110 Iguel yes 
Representative Felicidad Taman Ogumoro yes 
Representative Joseph M. Palacios yes 
Representative Raymond D. Palacios absent (during voting) 
Representative Antonio P. Sablan yes 
Represcntative Teresita A. Santos absent (excused) 
Rcprescnt<ltivc Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Speakcr Froilan C. Tenorio no 
Representative Stanley McGinnis Torrcs yes 
Represontative Edmund Joseph S. Villagomez yes 
Representative Ray N. Yumul yes 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: H. B. 17-19, HDI, is approved. Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho moved for the House Lo resolve into the Committee of the Whole. 
The motion was seconded and carried by a voice vote. 

The House resolved into the Committee o/the Whole at 4:56 p.m. 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

The motion was seconded and carried by voice vote. 

The House reconvened its plenary session at 5:28 p. m. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Floor Leader? 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank Mr. Speaker, we have heard the testimony of the Executive Director, 
Mr. Tony Muiia and I believe everybody is pretty clear with the issue at hand ancl with that I move 
for the passage of S. B. 17-18 on First and Final Reading. 

The mot ion was seconded. 
S. B.17-18 
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A BILL FOR AN ACT TO AMEND SUBSECTION (D) OF SECTION 8122 OF 
TITLE FOUR OF THE COMMONWEALTH CODE TO MERELY CLARIFY AN 
AMBIGUITY REGARDING THE COMMONWEALTH UTILITIES 
CORPORATION'S AUTHORITY TO SET RATES UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE 
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION SHALL ISSUE AN ORDER SETTING 
RATES, FEES, CHARGES OR RENTS FOR A UTILITY SERVICE; AND FOR 
OTHER PURPOSES. [SEN. COMM.17-301 [No commenls were received in a 
open and public meeling when Ihe legislalion appeared on the House 
Agenda of4127110] 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Is there further discussion? 

Several members voiced "ready ". 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Dela Cruz. 

Representative Dela Cruz: Mr. Speaker, if I may again reiterate my request earlier to refer this 
legislation to the Committee on Public Utilities, Transportation and Communication (PUTC) so that 
we can deliberate a little bit more on this. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Is that a motion'! 

Representative Dela Cruz: It is a motion, Mr. Speaker. 

The motion WlJS seconded by several olhers. 

Spcakcr Froilan C. Tcnorio: Discussion. Mr. Benavente. 

Representative l3enavente: Mr. Speaker, I think it was eleared from the testimony of the Mr. Mui'ia, 
that something need s to happen immediately because the deci sions by the Supreme Court some time 
ago already. I personally do not feel that there is any more to explain I mean it is pretty clear that 
either we do thi s or we will pay for it later and I know it is going to be painful. So I think that 
through the testimony of the Director that requests that thi s be done as soon as possible and for LI S to 
act on this legislation today. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Okay, there IS a motion on the Floor to refer this legislation to a 
Committee. Alright. 

There being no further di scussions; and the motion refer S. B. 17-18 was defeated and carried 
by voice vote. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Clerk roll call on the main motion. 

The Clerk called the Roll for the passage of S.B. 17-18 on First and Final Reading 
with the following results: 

Representative Ramon S. Basa yes 
Representative Diego 1. Benavente yes 
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Representative Eliceo D. Cabrern no 

Rcpresentative George N. Camacho yes 

Representative Trentoll B. COIUlcr no 

Reoresel1lCltive De/a Cruz: Mr. 5'peaker, just (J few seconds. YOII know j usl yesterday 1 submilled a 
resolution to oppose CU '.f petition to PUC 10 raise the waler and waslewater rates. What everyone 
is trying 10 do here and nuw is make something thaI is illegal legal - thaI is what is Iwppening now. 
And I hope you can face the people out there - people that voted you inlo office and say, no, you 
cannnl .we to get your credits back - those that have paid those amounts 221111 oIluly 2006 10 October 
because it is moot. This Legislature had made il legal that is what we are doing. Mr. Speaker, my 
vole is nu. 
Representative Francisco S. Dela Cruz no 
Representative Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero no 
Representative Fredrick P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Representative Rafael S. Demapan yes 
Representative Sylvestre 110 Iguel yes 
Representative Felicidad Taman Ogumoro yes 
Representative Joseph M . Palacios yes 
Representative Raymond D. Palacios absent (during voting) 
Representative Antonio P. Sablan no 
Representative Teresita A. Santos absent (during voting) 
Representative Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio yes 
Representative Stanley McGinnis Torres abstain 
Representative Edmund Joseph S. Villagomez yes 
Representative Ray N. Yumul no 

Speaker Fro il an C. Tenorio: S. B. 17-18 is approved. Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Mr. Speaker, [ move lor the passage of H. B. 17-29, to fund an independent 
study. 

The motion was seconded. 

1I1Iroduced by Representative Sy/veslre Iglle/ ofSaipan, Precinct IV af)r himself) in an open and public meeting 
on February 23, 2010 and March II , 20 10; which was referred 10 the Committees on Neallh and WeI/are and Ways and 
Means and .\·ubmilled Standing Commillee /?eporl /7-12 which had been adopled on April 30. 2010. 

H. B. 17-29 

A HILL FOR AN ACT TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
LANDS TO FUNI) AN INDEPENDENT STUDY TO CONDUCT AN 
ENVmONMENTAL SAMPLING AND CONSULTATION OF AUEAS WlTlIIN 
THE CNMI POSSJIlLY CONTAMINATED WITII CllEMICALS OF CONCERN; 
AND FOR OTllER PURPOSES. 

Speaker !'roii an C. Tenorio: Discussion. 

Several members voiced "ready" . 

Speaker !'roilan C. Tenorio: Roll call. 

The Clerk called the Roll for the passage of II.B. 17-29 on First and Final Reading 
with the fo llowing results: 
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Representative Ramon S. Basn yes 
Representative Diego T. Benavente yes 
Representative Eliceo D. Cabrera yes 
Representative George N. Camacho yes 
Representative Trenton B. Conner yes 
Representative Francisco S. Dela Cruz yes 
Representative Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Representative Fredrick P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Representative Rafael S. Demapan yes 
Representative Sylvestre 110 19uel yes 
Representative Fclicidad Taman Ogumoro yes 
Representative Joseph M. Palacios yes 
[{epresentative Raymond D, Palacios absent (during voting) 
Representative Antonio p, Sablan yes 
Representative Teresita A. Santos absent (exeusc~) 
Representative Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Speaker Froilan C, Tenorio yes 
Representative Stanley McGinnis Torres yes 
Representative Edmund Joseph S, Villagomez yes 
Representative Ray N, Yumul yes 

Speaker Froilan C, Tenorio: H. 13. 17-29 is approved, Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, last [or our action today is H. B, 17-39 and I move 
for its passage on First and Final Reading, 

'rhe motion was oeconded, 

Introduced by Representative Stanley T McGinnis-Torres oISaipan, Precinct III (for himselj) in an open and 
public meeting on Marc.:h II, 2010 and March 19, 2010; which was referred to 'he Commillees on Education, slIbmilfed 

S. C. R. 17- 12 which had been adopledonApril30, 2010, 

H. B. 17-39 
A BILL FOR AN ACT TO AMEND 3 CMC TITLE 3, DIVISION 1, 
CHAPTER 3, §1316 ET SEQ., "THE POSTSECONDARY EUUCATION ACT 
OF 1984". 

Speaker Froilan C. 'l'enorio : Diocllssion, Mr. Benavente_ 

Representative Benavente: Mr. Speaker, as I looked at the committee report I do not see that there 
wcrc any discussion with the Board of Regents on this proposal. We are going to and have been and 
continue go through the review by WASC on maintaining our accreditation ofNMC, This proposal 
and I do not know if it does but these types of proposals are some of tbe concerns that I have always 
raised in the past, is I guess for lack of a better way of putting this, the political interference in to the 
college and I am sure that there is current policies with the management for the Board of Regents or 
the Legislature to start making its own policy - I wonder if that will affect the concerns that continue 
to be raised by W ASC as to the interference of elected officials within the college - that has always 
been my concern in the past and so I do not know if the Committee has consulted the Board of 
Regents on this and is the 130ard of Regents in support of this proposal and if they do maybe then 
this should fine. But I do not want to jeopardize the accreditation that the college has now barely 
holds or has, Thank you, 
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SRcaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Madam Vicc Speaker. 

Vice Spcaker Ogumoro: Just a question to the Committee Chair, to clarify - did you get anything 
from the Board of Regents who recommend either passage or no passage of the subjcct legislation _ 
just so we get some dircction from that body? 

Representative Cabrera: Mr. Spcaker, the Chairman is not in thc Chamber right now. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tcnorio: Chairman Basa, can you comment? 

Representative Basa: Yes, I am a member of such Committee and I do not want to speak for the 
Chairman but I do not think we have received statement from the Board of Regents. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. McGinnis-Torres. 

Representative McGinnis-Torres: Since I am the author of this bill [ believe this is my third try as 
you remembcr President Wright that became the President of NMC he fired eleven (II) of NMC 
staff and faculty because of pcrsonal reasons and vendetta. And again last year when President 
Fernandez started not rencwing employee of the faculty that is the start of the magnet of fear among 
especially the faculties in the college and I take credit for interfering and given the expel or the fired 
President Fernandez and because of the absence of the protcction of the currcnt employees in the 
absencc of due process that she can just terminate not renew without cause. Where in the 
democratic society that onc person that wanted to become a dictator in his or her cmpire that we 
cannot interfere in the protection of the employees that are among our people. I do not know what is 
wrong with this bill that cannot be supported - this is for the protection of employees so that the 
President - thc President is the only one that can hire and terminate so let us protect the people that 
are to be hired if they are not doing any violation during their employment - like McPheters lucky 
that Fernandez is fired and MePhetcrs and two others are now coming back to work because they 
need those people - they need their experienced and competent. I understand that the prior President 
I'ernandez was incompetent even when she used to work for the University or Guam. The 
University of Guam staff and teachers went out and campaigned to make her win the election so that 
she gets out of the University of Guam and after serving one term in the Guam Lcgislature shc never 
worked and they are not going to support her any more - I do not know did she lose in the election 
or just stepped down. She tried going back to the University of Guam to apply for job they did not 
take her in and again, you know our own Board of Regents hircd her whcn she did not even make 
the top Jive candidates for the President of NMC it is through political cOlmeetion that she became 
the Pres ident, but five others were more qualified than her were not considered by the Board of 
Regents. Any way she became the lady with an iron fist. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tcnorio: Mr. Joseph Deleon Guerrero. 

Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero: Mr. Speaker, this is probably a rare case wherc I stand up 
and speak in favor of my colleague, but even though I would prefer that the Board of Regents would 
have commented on the bill , but if anything this amendment only needs NMC's HR policy fall in 
line with other government agencies .- there are civil service personnel system and that it allows for 
cmployces to be terminated only with cause and through a grievance proceedings. So if anything 
like what he had said, it would protect and not allow any biased termination of employees. 
Although, it does have a diiTercnt standard for the President that he or she can be removed by 
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majority vote of the Board of Regents. But again, given that it is still adequate if anything it would 
conform it to our regular civil service policies. I will support the bill. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: We are voting on H. B. 17-39, roll call. 

The Clerk called the Roll for the passage of H. B. 17-39 on First and Final Reading 
with the following results: 

Representative Ramon S. Basa yes 
Representative Diego T. Benavente no 
Representative Eliceo D. Cabrera yes 
Representative George N. Camacho yes 
Representative Trenton B. Conner yes 
Representative Francisco S. Dela Cruz yes 
Representative Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Representative Fredrick P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Representative Rafilel S. Demapan yes 
Representative Sylvestre 110 19uel yes 
Representative Felicidad Taman Ogumoro yes 
Representative Joseph M. Palacios yes 
Representative Raymond D. Palacios absent (during voting) 
Representative Antonio P. Sablan yes 
Representative Teresita A. Santos absent (excused) 
Representative Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio yes 
Representative Stanley McGinnis Torres yes 
Representative Edmund Joseph S. Villagomez yes 
Representative Ray N. YlIllllll yes 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: The motion is carried, H. B. 17-39 is approved. Mr. Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader Camacho: We move to miscellaneous. 

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Conner. 

Representative Conner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to cordially invite everybody to the 
Tinian San Jose Fiesta if you have time and the financial means to make it I would appreciate your 
presence. Unfortunately, with this session I missed the coronation for the King and the Queen which 
had started at 4:30 p.m. with the mass and coronation, but I am still inviting you to enjoy the 
celebration and the festivities for tomorrow and the drawing on Sunday. Thank you. 

Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Vice Speaker. 

Vice Speaker 0&lunoro: This afternoon the Secretary of the Interior represented by Mr. Babauta 
presented the report on the alien population in the CNMJ which an official copy has already been 
presented to the US Congress. I was able to get copies of that report which was presented this 
afternoon to the Governor and the Lieutenant Governor to be distributed to all of you. Personally, I 
am very disturbed by this report and I strongly urge all of you to please read it and go ovcr the report 
which include the recommendations of the Interior Secretary on how to deal with our alien workers 
here in the CNMI and I will be introducing a resolution that will speak to that report. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
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Speaker Froi lan C. Tenorio: I would just like to ask whether all of you have a laptop so that we can 

go paperless . Mr. Conner. 


Representative Conner: If you can afford one from the leadership account I appreciate it. (laughter) 


Speaker Froilan C. Tenorio: Mr. Cabrera. 


Representative Cabrera: You know the whole purpose and intent of the building to be wireless is for 

US to be accessing bills - to be all paperless - that was a couple of years ago. I believe most of the 

states now arc going paperless. 


ANNOUNCEMENT 
No announcements were made. 

ADJOURNMENT 

The Chair recognizes the Floor Leader. 

Floor Leader George N. Camacho moved to adjourn; it was seconded and carried by VUlce 
vote. 

The House adjourned at 5:52 p.m. 

ReSpeCt1~' t ly~bmitted , 
(. );., 
Linda B. ui\~rnal Clerk 
House of Representatives 

APPEARANCE OF LOCAL BILLS 

FIH~T APPEAIlANCE: I" Legislative appearance of a local bill is on ~, c day it is introduced. 

SECOND APPEAIlANCE: 
II . L. B. 17-12 A lI ousc Local Bill for all Acllo reappropriate fuods from Rota Local Law 15-4 and Rota LoclIl Law 15-6; and ror Olhcr 

purposes. 
Introduced hy n r.J'. TEREsrrA A. SAI\-ros or Rotll , Precinct 7 (jor hersellJ 

II. L. n. I7- J~ A IlollSc I.oeal Uill fo r nn Act to fcpenlthc npproprialioo and 10 fe-appropriate the unexre ndcd runds from Saipan Loca l 
Law 15- 12, Section 2(1). 

Introdu ced by Rt:J'. SYI.V.:~TnE I. I G1 I t~1. o f Saip'III , Prec; inct4 (jor himself) 

II. I.. 11. 17-15 J\ J louse I...oeal Bill for an "CltO re-appropriate $80,000.00 fr um ;;ccliun 2(bX8) :'11111 ( 10) Il l" Sa ipan Local Law 16·-'1: and for 
other DllTposes . 

Introouecd by Ut:I'. (a:OUC[ N. CA MAC IH) ufStlipun, Prec inct 4 (fiJr hill/Jelf, Representative Clibrer:J and Igucl) 

II. 1.... fl. J 7 ~ 16 A House Local [Jill for::an Actio name an existing unnamed road . 

Introduced by RF. P. FROIIAN <.:. TENOIlIO ofSaipan, "recinci I (jor himJe/j) 


TIIIRD API'EAIlANCE: 
11.1._ n. 17-13: A 1I0us t-: LOCAL BILL 1-"'OR AN ACT TO AMEND 10 CMC § J92I(C) AND (E), ANO J927j ANn FO R OTHER. 
PURPOSI-:S. 
inlroduccd By It EP. FEI.I CIDM) T. OG UMQRO Of S Al PAN. PKECiNw ) (for herself) 
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